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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? for free. It is unfortunate that there isn't more of 
I t  seems like just yesterday we were discussing an attempt t o  take advantage o f  this offer. It will 

Philosophy No. 38. Time does fly - especially be the last year in which i t  is made. We are 
when you're putting out a magazine like the new willing to  take it on the chin this year and bear 
GENERAL. The improvements made in  the last the brunt of the cost o f  incrsasing the magazine's 
few months have more than quadrupled the circulation. However, we cannot be expected to j 
manhours we need t o  put out an issue. And when continue this give-away philosophy forever. You 
mrnething happens to  throw the machinery out havs 2 very good reasons to  take advantage of 
of whack (like the press lay-up which resulted in this offer: 1. - it saws you money, and 2. - if  
the lateness o f  the May issue) we have t o  run like we reach the lave1 of circulation we're striving for 
crazy to catch up again. We realize that being late by the end o f  the year, 1974 wil l  see a further 
with your magazine is an annoying habit we have, increase t o  32 pages at no added cost. 
but it's a vicious circle which we have fallen into. The undefeated feature article premise almost 
When an issue comes out late it automatically was upset last time, but the 'Waterloo Campaign' 
makes the next one twice as difficult to  get out beat off strong challenges by the Gygax and 
on time. However, we are of the opinion that Gross entries to come in first. Our new rating 
you would rather wait a few extra weeks than system g i m  3 points for a first place vote, 2 for 
sacrifice the quality of the m q  and will oontinue scond and 1 for third. Given our random sample 
to  operate on that premise. And unlike other of 200 this means that 600 is a perfmt score. It 
maqazines we wil l  continue to  maintain a printing wil l  be interesting t o  see whether anyone can top 
schedule rather than coming out with an issue tha 400 mark - let alone 600. The results for 
when we can arrange it. This has caused consider- Vol. 10, No. 1 were: 
able bad feeling in the past from people who CAMPAIGN AT WATERLOO ,254 ......................... 
receive their issue after or just prior to  the AOVANCEDBISMARCK .............................. 243 

dadline. ~ h ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ,  leys go on reEord as BDAY DEFENDED. ................................ .2W 
.......................... SERIES REPLAY PREVIEW ,181 

..................... saying that the is "pasted UP" Or EXPERIMENTAL PANZERBLITZ ,136 

..................... prepared to  print long before it usually goes t o  THE REST OF THE ALPHABET.. .I!B 
................................. press. ~ h ~ ~ ,  we foresee delays which may DESIGNANALYSIS ......................... AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY 9 

crop up after i t  leaves our editorial offices and 
therefore the contest entry deadline often doesn't Gat ing on to the more common day quw 

leave you enough time to take part in  the tions, we found that the average reader was 22.5 

contest. When these mailing delays occur we are Wan of age and a sophomore in  co t1W who has 

aware o f  the problem and automatically extend been active in  wargaming for 5.4 Years and Owns 

the entry deadline. So take it in  stride, and fill 11.3 Avalon Hill games. Only 38% of You play 

out the contests regardless of sated deadlines - by mail but those who do average 7.8 games a 
if we were late we will accept your entry. Umil  Year. Afrika KO~PS, Stalingrd and Bulge are the 

we can get into the age-old groove o f  experience m o d  commonly pbmed games with Pamerblitz 
with the new format we must wek your indul- and D-Day c l o s  behind. Waterloo and Blitzkrieg 

gence in  such difficulties. share a respectable 6th place in this respsct with 
the other land battle title and Luftwaffe fol low 

The results of our first Readers' Response were ing along with mughly 113 of the pbm popularity 

quite interesting and wve us several clues as to  of the others. 
how t o  proceed with future efforts. Unfortu- On the average, you play 5.2 Avalon Hill 
nately, many o f  you probably did not take the games per month, 6.2 simulation games per 
time t o  fill out the card properly. We received month and devote 23.3 hours t o  the art every 
many letters which praised the new GENERAL month. 54% favored the intermediate complexity 
t o  the heavens and then proceeded t o  rate lwel  as opposed t o  38% who opted for tourna- 
everything with Ys and 10's. Remember, in  our ment-style games. The land elsrnent was by far 
system the lower the number the more fawrabls the most popular game environment - polling 
the response. Nevertheless, a random sample of 68% of  the vote compared t o  27% for naval 
200 responses was usd to  derive the following games. Strategic level games outpolled tactical 
information which we wil l  havs to  repeat at a and grand stratsgic types by 56%, 34% and 10% . 

later date for verification. respectively. The balioting on favorite periods was 
of special interest to  us - showing a few changes 

The May issue was the first copy for 24% of we didn't expect. 
the resgonses, the subscriber has World War I1 24% 

1 ....................................... 
been with us for 2.49 years. 94% indicated that Mw'ern. .......................................... I771 

Revolvtionary ...................................... 13% 
they would resubscribe on the basis of the last Ancient ........................................... 13% 
iswe while 96% indicated that it was better than avi lwar .......................................... 13% 

.......". ............................... the preceding issue, Collectively, they rated the Nuclear ., 8% 
N-lsonlc ........................................ 5% 

of people who clearly misundemwd the rating M d i m l  .. 3% 
..................................... 

I 
issue at 3.81 - not bad considering the number wortdwsr I . .  4% 1 

......................... .............. 
system. We will be r e ~ e a t i ~  these questions The tabulation of Section l I1 of the Response 
regularly t o  give us an indication of how we're held special interest for those of us who work on 
doing. We believe we can and wil l  improve the GENERAL. Your rssponses gave above 
tremendously in  the months ahead, and a careful werage ratings for all 14 depaments and were 
watch o f  these points should tell us how we're vew gratifying. we are now on the 
doing. Only 41% are taking advantage of the "2 ,,,mption that we are heading in  the right 
for 1" deal whereby if they get a new sub r i be r  direction and will judge accordingly. Especially 
for the magazine, their subscription is extended Continued on page 9 
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by Scott Duncan and Lou Zocchi 

L W A J ? F E ,  although W i n g  been around for quite some tiW, has n e w  beex 
the subject of a major analysia With thh thought i~ mind, we upp?wched noted w a ~  
gamer Scott Duncan for his opinions. After almost hlf a year of  concentrated study, 
Scott sent us #he article which foll~ws. We think ydu'll agree wifh us that if h aka 
msb mmprehewive, yet not overly assuming, piece yet done on this particcuknr game. 

FOP an historid touch W& went siraight to the game's designer, Lou Zocchi h long 
felt t h t  the lack of p h y  balance in hi4 game b due b the fact that the German side 
fs  not handicapped QS it Was in real life by inept kadcrship. The fact that wargarnets 
da nor m k e  the same mislakes that hering did, makes Ir wry hard for the A- One of many Ama~esn m r o  Mlch S P ~  havoe 
m e r i m  to repeat their red life pwfamnce .  I r  is Loti's historical pws@ntation which m r  Gsmany and R z z I w i e d  Eumps. 

precedes Scoffs study. 
bomber averaged 33% of its bombs on t ~ t ,  After the fall of Pranm, Udet told his col- 
which was considered fantastic in thox days. leagues: "The war is over! To hell with all our 

the lo=' of a war may made Udet persuaded Goering to buy h'0 demon- aircraft projects - they'll no longer be meded"! 
better decisions than the uictor, his conduct is htration machines but was unable to gain #upport Immediately thereafter, everything he touched 

the subject of 'loser On for his idideas until after he accepted a L~ftwaffe W, cursed. He was ridiculed for his 
assumption that perhaps he have 'Wd pdtion. Then he found hims~lI W I U P ~ ~  with attempts to  pioneer w t  fighter interception 
the outcome by mmaking a better choice' General Wever, f i e  fllTt Chief of Staff, who techniques His Stukas were $0 badly butchered 

is no valid reason to suppos that the wanted heavy strategic bombers; Goerw, who during the Battle of Bdtain that they had to be 
Germans made more mistakes than we did, it i s  ,nted fast, twh-d medium bombers, and withdrawn. Goering began spiriting away Udet's 
d&dtely hteresting to conkmphte their a thifd f;tcti~ion who demanded a Strum f @ k r  few loyal staff members and intrigued against him 
choices and ask what would have happened arm, until he succumbed to nervous exhaustion. 
if.... 7 

Most d a i n l y  our major blunders will never 
xeceive the degree of scrutiny we accdrd our 
advemuies. If you thirrk *e didn't make any, 
you've forgotten about Roosevelt's decision to 
make Hawail, into a PaFific bastion, Harris' deci- 
sion to bomb worken' homes instead of thek 
factorh  which pmduaed the weapons of wa, m 
our own bullheadedness which sent unescorEed 
bombers over G e m y  in broad dayltght in the 
mistaken notion that they could defend them- 
selves, despite British warnings and ample evi- 
dence to the contraryd etc. 

DurM my Lufiwaffe resemch, I found that 
two key men d e  more than their share of bad 
decisions. Considering these bad judgements has 
left me wondering how t h e  Germans managed to 
hold mt as long as they did. 

The two men to whom I refer are H m a n  
Goering and hi4 lesser known assidant, Emst 
Udet. Neither man was qualified for the position 
he held and =each penalized tb Luftwaffe with 
faultv iud~ements, Although Udet was  fa^ more - -  - 
competent than the bumbling Goering, he was 
overmatched by the fesponsibilities thrust upon 
him. ~ n f o r t u d t e l ~  for htn, the mistakes he 
made wme so enormous that even Wring began 
to realize what was happening. 

Ernst Udet was selected by Guering for his 
Luftwaffe post because his 62 victohx during 
WWI made him a nationttl hero second only to 
Von Richthofen. He was a gay, ~eckless T&kr 
pilot who thrived on challenge in the air. Durin$ 
the twenties he wrrs an ambat ic  barnstormer and 
in the early thirties performed as a flying stunt 
man for the movks. 
Go- wnt Udet to discovex if the Anmican 

aviation gduslxy had anything which would 
interest the Luftwaffe. Duling his visit, Udet flew 
and fell in love with the Curb BeU aver  which 
could dive verticdly from great heghB to drop 
heavy bombs with fantastic accuracy. Wherewi the 

Udet accepted an appointment as a cxllanel and 
became "INSPECTOR OF FiGHTERS AND 
DWE BOMBERS" in February of 1936, to assure 
that his dive-bmbers were developed. When 
General Wever was H k d  in an air crash on June 
3rd, 1936, weral Luftwaffe leaders scrambled to 
promote their pet projects. Major Wolfram yon 
Richthofen, c o h  af the famous ace, sent out 
directive LC 2 No. 4017138 on June 9 t h  which 
said, "Further development of the lu 87 (dive 
bomber) shall be discontinue$"' On June loth, 
U&t took over the technical office and s a d  his 
brainchild while Richthofen was sent to Spain Bs 
Chief of Staff for the Condor Legion. 

Udet used his new position to   low^ heavy 
bomber priorities while raking the Mor$y of his 
belaved dive bombs. His passion for dive-bomb 
ing was to become h e  Frankenstein monster that 
would return to destroy its creator. 

Udet's f i t  mdor errm was in June of 1938 
when he flew the He lQQA Fqhter to a new 
world speed record. The Heinkel Eighkr hurtled 
along at 394.4 rnph which subptmW1y outpaoed 
the 290 mph Me 109B & C fighters it was 
designed to replace. The He 100 was further 
refmed and improved until the standard prcduc- 
tion model was reaching ~pseds of 41 6 mph with 
the same engine used by the Me 109. The 
Heinkel fightez was cheaper M build, involved 
fewer man hoys in its constmdion and could fly 
550 miles while the Me 109 could not go huch 
beyond 400. Since range became a crucial factor 
during the Battle of Britain, Udet'a rejection of 
the Heinkd f i i t e r  was p mjm blunder. 
I)uring xhe months following its rejection, the 

f&ter embarrassed and irritated Udet by estab- 
fishing new speed record% Finally Udet went to 
HeinkeI apd said "'For God's sake, Heinkel, the 
Me 109 is a n d  will be our standard f&ter. It juxt 
won't look good if another f&ter proves faster"! 
Udet ihstructed Hejnkel to stick to building 
bombers and leave fighter development t~ others. 
He 100 Fighters would have w#rl t l i ~  Battle of 
Britain, but Udot valued his pride above better 

When the Mk 108 thirtymillimeter cannon was 
demonstrated for him in 1941, he rejected it 
saying "We don't need any aircraft weapons of 
greater caliber than 20 mm. Our pilots are 
crack-shots and can destroy the heaviest bombers 
with 20mm cannon at a distance of 65 feet." His 
decision appears contradictory since the produc- 
tion of the Yk 103 which fired the same caliber 
shell, was authorized. The Mk 103 weighed 319 
pounds while the Mk 108 weighed only 127 
pounds. The Mk 103 fmd 420 rounds per minute 
while the Mk 108 fired 650 rounds per minute. 
Only 4 hits from a 30mm cannon shell were 
needed to down a B17. 

Udet's ELK plan was designed to  eliminate 
aircraft from production, which failed under 
operational circumstances while expanding the 

accufacy of lwel bombers was abysm4 the dive weapons. d 7 ' s  (UWE p r h d  stultss) in n a t .  
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Wet, the I-tent hem. 

output of the few carefully selected models. The 
plan flopped because Udet selected planes for 
production which were failures. The development 
of the Do 217 and He 177 heavy bombers was 
greatly delayed because they were required to 
DIVE-BOMB. At that time, the technology for 
making 20 tons of bomber as nimble as a f&ter 
did not exist. This requirement caused innumber- 
able debys and both.programs fell far behind 
schedule. He also ordered the Me 210 into 
production as a replacement for the aging Me 
110, but the new plane was so defective that it 
had to be junked. Ln point of fact, a suitable 
replacement for the Me 110 was never developed 
and it soldiered right up to the end of the w a ~  as 
a night fighter. 

In September 1941, Hiller berated b r i n g  for 
Luftwaffe failures. Goering, in the presence of 
State Secretary Milch, called W e t  to his head- 
quarten and passed on all the complaints, with 
liberal embellishments. As Goering finished his 
tirade, he made it perfectly clear that every 
disappointment Germany had since 1936 was all 
Udet's fault. The He 177 bombers caught fire too 
easily, they were behind scheduled production, 
the Me 210 program was a failure, the Battle of 
Britain had been lost, and his Stukas could only 
be used against the Russians. Udet realized too 
late that Goering had tied his hands with red tape 
and was using him as a scape goat. 

Heinkel 1MlD's. dater crsft m tho HE100A's which 
Udst Esrcnlleol. 

Udet solved his dilemma by blowing out his 
brains with a Colt revolver on November 17th, 
1941. Eoebbela pounced on the event to launch a 
propaganda campaign which convinced Germany 
that the heroic Udet died while testing out a w w  
"SECRET WEAPON." Udet was replaced by the 
loyal and hard working party member, Hans 
Jeschonnek. Unfortunately for Jeschonnek, he 
became Goering's next scape goat. His hard work 
to correct the errors he encountered was nullified 
by the incompetent Goering and he too com- 
mitted suicide when he realized his situation. 

REICHMARSHALL HERMAN G O m G  

Herman Goering was an ambitious, flamboyant 
egocentric whose arrogance was exceeded only by 
his technical ignorance and propensity for bad 
decisions. He was such a liability that one 
wonden how he could become the commander of 
any-. 
Goering emerged from WWI as the heroic 

leader of the Richthofen Geschwader with 22 
victories to his credit. During the chaotic yean of 
unrest which followed, he succumbed to the 
brilliance of Hitler's oratory and became his 
disciple. 

Hitler neded the highly decorated hero to give 
tone and class to his bid for German leadership. 
Goering was given command of Hitler's brown 
skirted Sturmabtelung force. As their leader, he 
turned them from an undisciplined mob of ragged 
agitators into an effective army of ruthless assrrs- 
sins and mobsten. 

When Hitler took ovm in 1933, Gcering was 
given the Luftwaffe and ordered to make it the 
world's most powerful air force. Goering believed 
the job would take 10 years and planned accord- 
ingly. Four years before the master plan could be 
completed, Hitler plunged Germany into WWII. 

Initial Luftwaffe successes against poorly 
trained or equipped and heavily outnumbered 
enemy forces caused Goering and his staff to 
conclude that they could relegate aircraft devel- 
opment and production to a very low priority. 
This, coupled with his continued interference on 
the pretext that he was 'kierpretitlg the wishes 
of the Fuhrer," did irreparable damage to aircraft 
programs. His technical ignorance caused him to 
cancel many promising projects, mme of which 
had been started by his insistance in the first 
place. 

To illustrate this point, you may find it 
interesting to know that by diligently searching 
all radio frequencies, the Germans learned that 
British r a t e r s  were remotely controlled on VHF 
frequencies from ground stations. They realized 
that the ground stations were obtaining their 
information from a new radio location system 
which was somehow connected t'o the mysterious 
antennas along the English coastline. 

General Wolfgang Martini, Chief of Luftwaffe 
communications, has assumed that Germany was 
ahead of the British in this field because of their 
own Freya and Wurzburg systems. Freya was 
successfully being used to spot ships moving in 
the English channel and Wurzburg was directing 
flak batteries defending the Ruhr. 

Martini discovered that the entire length of the 
east and south masts were covered by radar 
stations which were giving the British advanced 
warning of every raid. On August 15th, two days 
after the Germans had openly committed them- 
selves to destroying the R.A.F., Goering drove 
another nail into the Nazi coffin with the 
following directive. "It is doubtful whether there 

i s  any point in continuing the attacks on radar 
sites, in view of the fact that not one of those 
attacked has so far been put out of action." 

His shortsightedness was directly responsible 
for Luftwaffe losses suffered during the ensueing 
battle. However, Goering's standard solution for 
unsatisfactory situations was to blame others. 
When the Battle of Britain was not won in the 3 
days he predicted, Goering made a personal tour 
of each unit involved, to tell the men what a 
pack of cowards they were. When General Major 
Osterkamp, commander of Luftflotte 2, wrote 
the Inspector Genmal that his pilots were being 
pointlessly sacrificed by Goering's restrictions, he 
was busted to Major, and told that any further 
revelations would result in his Court Martial. 

Hwmnn Gosrlng prlm to the wr .  

Ln the spring of 1942, the German high 
frequency expert, Roosenstein, learned how td 
jam radar with "DUPPEL" This seemed to be an 
effective means by which German bombers could 
avoid detection during their nightly forays over 
Britain. When Goering heard about it, he su* 
pended further experimentation because he feared 
the British might learn of it. General Martini was 
ordered to hide the files in his safe and mention 
of the word "DUPPBL" became a court martial 
offense. Goering's directive left the Germans 
without an effective countermeasure when the 
British used somethmg similar to Duppel to jam 
German radar during the battle of the Ruhr. 

Goering promised Hitler that the beleagured 
von Paulis and his 6th Army holding Stalingrad 
could be completely supplied by air. They needed 
a minimum of 300 tons per day to survive but 
the Luftwaffe averaged only 100. This debacle 
could have been averted if, on April 29th 1937, 
Goering had not cancelled all further develop 
ment of four engined bombers. 

With four engined bombers, the Germans rnlght 
have smashed the industrial complexes which 
armed the Russians who trapped von Paulis in the 
first place. The heavies could have been pressed 
into service as supply transports whether the 
factories were destroyed or not. But the real 
measure of Goering's ineptitude is not gauged by 
his kck of equipment, but rather his igno~ance of 
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its limitations. His failure to grasp the potential 
of the forces he commanded cost the Germans 
dearly. 

When Guderian had the British army pinned 
against the Dunkirk beaches and was ready to 
finish them off, Goering prevailed upon the 
Fuhrer to let the Luftwaffe end the matter. "My 
Luftwaffe can do it alone!," he bragged, in spite 
of the opposition his subordinates voiced over the 
preposterous committment. And so, k r i n g  
singlehandedly saved the British army. 

The only creditable action Goering ever at- 
tempted was when he argued with Hitler against 

We don't have the space to recount each of 
Goering's mistakes in detail. So let us end the 
story by relating that Goering b e m a  more 
remote from his responsibilities as the situation 
deteriorated. Be became addicted to drugs as the 
end h e w  near and, in retrospect, it appears that 
the rotund Reichnlarshall helped the Allies more 
than the Luftwaffe. 

Sources. . . 
GERMAN COMBAT PLANES, Wagner 
WARPLANES OF THE THIRD E I C H ,  Green 
THE FOCKE-WULF 190, Nowarra 
TfIE MESSERSCHMITT 109, Nowarra 
LUFTWAFFE DIARY, Bekker 

his decision to attack Russia. Since he was unable A HISTORY OF THE LUFTWAFFE, Killen Factory view of Hsll5'6 and H e l l l ' s  under w n m u c -  
to change the Fuhrer's mind, his track record for WARPJANES OF TIE SECOND WORLD WAR, tlon. The tuuwwined bomben wsrs Gemsny'r Isrgsgt 

AIRCRAFT IN PROFILE, Green sircrsft and totally unsuitable fw at-ic bornblng. GOK- failure remained unimpaired. IW t h o d t  M I W W I ~ .  ....................................................................................................................... 
One is hard-pressed to find published material D-DAY comes dose to this sort of planning in few months for presentation here. 

on LUFTWAFFE. The game does not seem to 
have provoked the normal eariy flood of strat- 
egies and game-winning plans which have char- 
acterized previous Avalon Hill offerings in the 
months following publication and distribution to 
the game-playing public. What has been written 
consists largely of suggested revisions and 
optional rulings or historical commentaries and 
technicaI debates on the game's accuracy. Articles 
on playing LUFTWAFFE have been few and far 
between and only one or two have prerrented 
more than an intelligent reader could deduce 
from the suggestions in the instruction manual 
itself. Having had the pleasure of playtesting a 
prototype of the game several years ago (Spring 
of 1970 to be exact), I find this a pleasant 
opportunity to initiate what I hope will be some 
heightened interest in playing and writing about 
it. 

Perhaps it is the sheer expanse of the game - 
it is ceertainly not a game you'd pull out Sunday 
afternoon in order to spend a few hours with 
friends (save a quick singlequarter mini-game in 
the Basic Game format). Barring its lengthiness, 
LUFTWAFFE is uniquely suited to a kind of 
comprehensive long-range planning not tmly 
matched in any other Avalon Hill game, including 
the naval games which in some ways pretend 
toward the same end in a small way. LUFT- 
WAFFE does not lend itself to the normal, 
typical gaming analysis so familiar with land 
wargames given the latters' relatively defined 
starting positions, limiting terrain features, and 
relatively predictable order-of-appearance data. 
LUFTWAFFE hardly has anything that one 
would define as "starting positions" save the 
Recovery Lines, certainly has no dependable 
ordex-of-appearance as regards placement of units 
and has "terrain" of the most limited value in 
actually establishing defenses and planning offen- 
sive thrusts from the point-of-view of using the 

the beginning since the freedom of s~lectiori of 
defense and offense for both sides is highly 
flexible and occupies lengthy discussion; STALIN- 
GRAD then came along with a further freedom 
of deployment and the naval games, by their very 
nature, brought even more initial unpredictability. 
LUFTWAFFE brings this all to a new height of 
well-calculated strategy by not allowing either 
side a true knowledge of the opponent's begin- 
ning placements until after all positions are set. 
The committal of American forces each quarter 
to specific targets which may not be changed 
durirg the oourse of the quartu is an element of 
play totally unprecedented in Avalon Hill gaming 
- the preplanning in 1914 was not irrevocable in 
the way American bomber missions are in LUFT- 
WAFFE. The timing of the release of these 
missions is quite free to compensate for the 
committal to targets and the German player has 
no idea of either the targets or the timing, 
making his job tougher than in most previous 
games in which the objective was and has been 
very clear. Though there is a How To Win 
statement for each version of LUFTWAFFE there 
is no set order for achieving this end be it a 
need to  eliminate any 10 cities or every city 
during the course of a full I0 quarters of play. 

Perhaps I overemphasize the situation and the 
strategic possibjlifies of the game - I do not 
think w. I am willing to admit that the nature of 
the game demands that it be played on a 
campaign level after a while since the Basic Game 
or a mere one quarter version of Tournament/ 
Advanced play soon fails to keep up playing 
interest. And for this reason, the game becomes a 
lengthly battle, involving a complex records- 
keeping system. The game does not seem to me 
to be 'old' enough yet to submit it to too 
detailed an analysis of move-by-move positions 
and tactics. LUFTWAFFE's many variables within 
just a few well-defined rules for movement and 

I feel that the most important consideration is 
whether or not to play with the freedom of 
individual counten rather than mass typing of 
similar units. Personally, the game seems to me to 
demand that this step be taken as soon as you 
have a grip on the Basic Game and the funda- 
mental rules of movement and combat. If this 
method of play is delayed, the game bogs down 
and both Tournament and Advanced versions 
must suffer - if indeed they are truly playable at 
all as I could not play them with any enjoyment 
or realism without freeing all units from the 
demand to act as one according to type. How- 
ever, the forbidding nature of the paperwork 
involved must surely dampen the spirits of any- 
one attempting such an individual accounting of 
units. LUFTWAFFE seems to me to be intended 
to last several sessions over several weeks of play 
once the basics are grasped - this is the tnre 
campaign spirit in operaiion as a key element of 
the game rather than a mere outcome of the need 
to postpone play until more time is available or 
the next PBM sheets arrive. But keeping track of 
the turns each unit must refuel or pass the 
Recovery Line is not conveniently or very visu- 
ally handled using paper and pencil (or even 
grease pen and plastic sheets). Diag*am A suggests 
a pegboard arrangement which very visually in- 
dicates when each unit must land to refuel or 
pass back across the Recovery Lines from a 
bombing mission. The initial outlay of materials 
and time to prepare such boards is, I believe, 
more than made up for by the ease with which 
records are then kept - and using a peg specially 
marked for each unit is as bad as having to hunt 
for counters, thus the use of rows for each unit 
and random selection of any peg to mark the 
turn for landinglrecwery. Suggestions accom- 
panying the instructions indicate that the essence 
of the game is to get to this stage of individual 

terrain. I can think of exceptions on a very small 
scale to all of the above such as is suggested in 
the instruction manual which recommends wind- 
ing up your move behind a city so the American 
can't get to you without risking AA fre (hence 
"using" the terrain). However, for the most part, 
LUFTWAFFE analysis does not have at its 
disposal most of the 'obvious' points of reference, 
and success for either side rests quite firmly upon 
an ability for comprehensive long-range planning 
and an equal ability to respond to the unfolding 
of opposition planning. 

combat Ieave analysis of it in much the same - 

shape as I imagine early Chess analysis found 
itself: no real standards yet developed out of play 
with apparently every possibility a good one. Any 
"do this on the first move" philosophy seems to 
me to have to stand the test of time in play, and 
I am certainly unable, even after a few months of 
analysis, to lay down coordinates for placement 
of units and "sure" targets for bombing runs. I 
do feel that a "think about this before the first 
move" philosophy is possible and it is just thh 
that I have attempted to compile over the past - 
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accounting as soon as possible. I fmd this 
pegboard arrangement a most useful method for 
anyone seriously jnterested in testing out LUFT- 
WAFFE's potential for effective campaign plan- 
ning and reaction to opposing planning. Many 
tactical and strategic concepts are truly foolish if 
they must be tied to operating all phnes by type, 
so my analysis will presuppose counters being 
free to operate on their own even if specific 
reference is not made to this rule during the rest 
of this article. 

THE IMPORTANT STRATEGIC 
CONSIDERATIONS 

One of the subtlest of assumptions made in the 
design of LUFTWAFFE concerns the accuracy of 
American bomben: they are assumed to be 100% 
effective in destroying a target if they survive 
anti-aircraft fire (which can, at most, eliminate 
one factor). Thus getting through to any target 
with two factors insures its elimination. Indeed, it 
is not too grave a risk to suppose that one lone 
factor could eliminate a target since getting 
through is really all that is required. For some, 
this may not be very realistic in a very funda- 
mental sense since anti-+craft fire, even if not 
successful in destroying bombers, could unfavor- 
ably affect the accuracy of the mission, requiring 
several strikes for true elimination. However, this 
would probably only further the extreme com- 
plications involved in keeping records and while I 
have seen other games on the same topic use 
partial elimination of targets, they were based on 
single raids of one day duration in which no real 
need existed to keep track of turns for landing, 
etc. As it stands LUFTWAFFE does offer a fairly 
simple objective to the American due to the 
s+ple need to "get through." Returning becomes 
something of another issue . . . 

The rules specify that there is a penalty for 
failure to land to refuel or pass the Recovery 
Line by the deadline for a given unit. There is 
NO direct penalty for loss though combat. Thus 
the implication strategically (barring the need to 
save on units from quarter to quarter) is that it 
might be better in the long run to risk elimina- 
tion through combat to get to a target than to 
fail to attempt the target or fail to get back once 
you make the target. That is, don't be afraid to 
go into the dragon's mouth because elimination 
of his cities or bomben is what the game is all 
about! Thus it may be quite sound to send a few 
bombers at a target with less than complete 
fighter protection if the target is truly necessary 
- the same might be true for the German 
defensive posture since one obviously does NOT 
go after returning bombers in the Basic Game but 
will want to go after them in Tournament or 
Advanced play in order to reduce the effective 
quarter-to-quarter strength of the American 
forces. 

Another important assumption made in the 
rules which defmitely colon the composition of 
fighter groups is the "best vs best" requirements 
in d l  fighter combat. It is quite easy to use a 
superior unit (or a couple such units) to "shield" 
less effective fighters rather than concentrating 
the best units in groups, leaving weaker fighter 
types to fend for themselves. This fact is one of 
the major suggestions in the game itseIf but what 
it does mean is that the individual accounting of 
units will have to be employed if such a ruling is 
to have a desirability as a tacticaI element. 

Otherwise you'd be forced to ignore such integm- 
tion of weak and strong units or only have 
limited use of such a tactic since the use of a few 
strong units with weaker ones would restrict 
other similar strong units from flying at other 
times while those which had flown were refueI- 
ing. This sort of mass typing provides a very 
handy method for use by your opponent to 
"time" your ability to use units (providing a sort 
of fluid but dafini? order-of-appea~ance time- 
table). The ruling resolves much possible argu- 
ment over what units fight what units when 
unmatched types meet but it does seem to me to 
require accepting the burden of records-keephg 
in a big way. 

The Aerial Combat Table has provided the 
source of one article specifically dealing with the 
analysis and play of the game ( L W A F F E  - 
A BATTLE OF WlTS by Dennis Milbert). I don't 
intend to repeat the whole basis for this Sept-Oct 
'71 article, but Dennis indicates that there is a 
maximized point of elimination of enemy factors 
for each type of unit above which there is no real 
increase in the amount of destruction a single 
factor can produce (though more f~c to r s  will, 
naturally, result in more enemy losses in total). 
While the article is quite good and Dennis 
presents statislics with which I have no real 
quarrel, there are other considerations which 
might color the decisions being made by a given 
player: the gap between "poor," "average" and 
"good" luck with the die. Diagram B illustrates 
Dennis Milbert's article visually rather than 
simply through figms: there is a leveling off of 
the number of factors each attacking factor can 
be expected to eliminate which occurs approximate- 
ly at 7 attacking factors. This is accurate for the 
average but note that with "Best Luck" the 
levelling off begins at a higher level (roughly 1 1  
factors) and at "Worst Luck" there is a very hazy 
stability achieved. But the glgnificant fact which 
this graph illustrates is that there is a significant 
gap between the levels of Luck: well over a full 
factor's difference when the levelling off begins 
and almost a full factor between adjacent levels. 
Certainly the "average" overall equates very 
closely to the average luck levels, but it seems to 
me to be instructive to note that the overall 
average is derived from averaging widely separated 
levels of chance. 

0 1 2 !I 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 6 l E  

NO. OF AnACKING FACTORS 
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NO. OF AlTACKlNG FACTORS 
FW 190 OIAGRAY I 

Perhaps Diagram C will illustrate the kind o£ 
gap present as you climb the scale in numbers of 
attacking factors since it illustrates the severly 
widening g& between best and worst luck in 
terns of the actual number of enemy factors you 
can expect to eliminate at each level of attacking 
factors - Diagram B, remember, is the n u m b  of 
factors each attacking factor can be expected to 
eliminate while Diagram C is the total number 
eliminated by summing up all enemy units elimi- 
nated by a given roll at a given total of attacking 
units. Again, the average luck squaIs the werall 
average but the gap between lowest and highest 
climbs very steadily from a couple factors to 
more than 20 (though the practical level is about 
13-14). Again, over the course of a long game, 
you can count on averages to bahnce out, but 
specific encounters often can temper such avemg- 
ing and statistical rationing of forces as Dennis 
suggests. The phrase "on the average" is the catch 
- we have all rolled several consecutive low or 
high numbers many times in play and they do 
average out, but a few good rolls at key poink of 
any game can make averages irrelevant because 
the game may not last long enough for averages 
to avemge out! 

Overall, I would agree with Dennis in his 
assertion that the use of the combat table 
analysis he gives will give you some point , of 
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reference in an otherwise lengthy table. His 
concept of attrition is also useful but must be 
tempered by the fact that you are moving 
between these attrition attempts. His statement 
tbal it is "quite hard to reduce" a stack of 24 
bomber factors given a decent fighter coverage 
seems to me to be more important than counting 
up turns and factors to try to reduce such a stack 
because it might take three or four turns to do  so 
and, by that time, the bombers could very easily 
be at their targets. (Note, too, that there is 
nothmg preventing enemy fmte r s  from attacking 
bombers in the turn they are over a city since 
there is no provision for anti-aircraft accidentally 
knocking their own units out of the air.) The 
point is that an air-combat situation is hardly 
"automatic" though planning can be a lot easier 
for the whole game using the Optimum Combat 
Level and Kill Rate figures which Dennis gives for 
each type of unit. Dennis admits to having 
"statistical deviations" as a part of the luck - I 
think the two previous diagrams illustrate that 
these "deviations" can be pretty significant and 
create unpleasant setbacks. It becomes increas- 
ingly clear that it is irnporhnt to concentrate 
your forces whenever and wherever possible so 
that you wme out of combat ahead. Couple this 
with the "most direct route" requirements, how- 
ever, and we come to an even more extensive 
strategic/tactical issue. 

The problem of how to concentrate force yet 
use the most direct route, and still not give away 
bomber missions too soon is perhaps the essence 
of the American planning. The solution to this 
involves two decisions: whether to hit densely 
occupied areas or not and in either case, where to 
disperse from concentrated formations so as to 
presme the protection of a large group for as 
long as possibIe. Fortunately, the mles do NOT 

,require that you start from the point behind a 
given Recovery Line which insures the shortest 
route to a target. The mles do indicate that from 
starting square to target hex you do not spend 
any more turns in the process than necessary and 
I do not interpret this to mean that you can be 
forced to start at a specific spot by the final 
target - this often gives the American player a 

'better choice of a spot from which he may 
%erse from mass formation to specific targets. 
Diagram D indicates particularly good central 
hexes toward which large groups of bombers may 
aim and from there break-off to specific targets - 
thus not giving away exact locations. The selec- 
tion of these 'Turnping-ofr' points has been made 
-only as an example of the concept and not as 
any attempt to provide some sort of complete list 
of such points. The numbered hexes are the 
points from which the various aircraft factories 
within the circIes can be hit within the next turn. 
The numbers in the hex refer to the number of 
turns it takes to reach the particular dispersion 

Obviously, the opportunities for such uncom- 
mitted positioning are greater where the concen- 
tration of targets is correspondingly greater. It is 
for this precise reason that while there is better 
protection, i.e., more bases nearby for possible 
fighter locations, there is a far better chance of 
mtching enemy forces offguard. The problem of 
deahng with such protection is part of another 
strategic ploy I will mention later; however, for 
the moment it is sufficient to note that there are 
substantial numbers of targets in l e a  denwly 
protected areas (about 10 along the Italian Front 

DIAGRAM E 



alone). German fighter protection will have to 
expend some time in these areas, spreading them 
thinner than the wealth of bases near Central 
Germany and the Netherlands Border otherwise 
suggests. Of course, when the objective is the 
entire reduction of cities under German control, 
the targets open up drastically. In either event, it 
is a good idea to stagger attacks on more than 
one front and attempt to get the German player 
to run back and forth, parrying thrusts into 
widely separated areas at time intervals which 
maximize the time it takes to get from one side 
of the board to another. This is the essence of 
theAmerican plans since he is limited by time and 
by route: he has no chance to refuel and must 
follow a tight course once he starts out. However, 
this does not mean that fairly lengthy missions 
are out of the question since it is ,possible to 
begin on one front and travel with a very large 
group of bombers which drop off along the way, 
ending up near an opposite front. The use of this 
with shuttle raids begins to give the American 
extended flexibility in his missions since missions, 
in play without shuttle missions, consist of 
returns to the same Recovery Line from which 
the mission began. Otherwise, too many missions 
will span too lengthy a distance - this front-tw 
front mission technique is merely a va~iation to 
be employed to put German defenses off-balance 
since the apparent strength at one front becomes 
offset by the actual targets at another. 

Sneak raids fulfill yet another American 
option, that being the tying down of German 
defenses by the use of a threat. In fact, as with 
all military threats, the shuttle raid is probably 
more valuable before it is launched than it is 
once begun, as it is not subject to analysis until 
this time. German defenses can only guess at the 
real strength of the raid - if indeed there is one 
in actuality. The situation is similar to the entry 
of the American forces in BULGE or the second 
Allied invasion in D-DAY: the effect is height- 
ened by delaying them past the expected arrival 
time. In LUFTWAFFE, the arrival time is totally 
unknown leaving the German player with a 
problem which, while it is not totally a surprise 
due to the requirements for announcement within 
two turns of the raid, does not give the German 
player as sound a timetable as in the land games. 
As with other elements of each quarter of play, 
the sneak (and shuttle) raids become a more 
valuable tool when used during longer games 
since they may be varied in strength and timing 
each quarter. In fact, the key to success in the 
Tournament and Advanced games seems to me to 
lie very much in the variations upon a sound 
strategy which both players can develop - since 
it is as much the German's ability to confuse 
American plans by variation of the defenses 
which the latter must expect to face. 

As mentioned earlier, the concentration of 
German bases on the Western Front seems formi- 
dable. Indeed, it could be if the American refuses 
to exercise the important option to attack these 
bases, thereby depriving the German of the use of 
these bases and cuttingoff possible refueling 
spots and staging areas. The important fact is that 
the German is lured into the area and then the 
bases are eliminated or the bases are eliminated, 
suggesting an attack on aircraft factories, and 
pulling fighter support from an intended area of 
real attack. The fortunate element in all this is 
that the "most direct route" is not followed in 
these attacks. Thus it is possible to bypass such 
targets in an apparent thrust at deeper factories 

or bases and then turn back upon the bypassed 
bases or make right angle moves from missions 
headed in other directions to cut-off support. 
from defending fighters. The possibilities are 
fairly extensive but the point is that such attacks 
are quite effective and amount to harrassment of 
German resources in a manner perhaps even more 
devastating than expected. 

Diagram E reveals something fairly surprising: 
there are very few bases actually near the 
central German targets of the Oschersleben area! 
There are large numbers of bases surrounding this 
area but few really in the area in comparison to 
the cancentrations along the Western and North- 
ernlsouthern approaches - an attack coming, 
from the Italian Front requires a long flight 
which will allow German fighters to shift their 
positions from the more concentrated areas. 
However, a sacrifice mission aimed in this dire= 
tion with the express purpose of drawing fighters 
from the West may give an American player a 
vast opportunity to destroy MANY bases, laying 
open the Western Front to later attack against 
aircraft factories. This merely illustrates the 
variety of strategic possibiIities the American has 
in a seemingly limited game of getting to a target 
and eliminating it. Though the Basic Game is 
little else but a good practice for the more 
advanced versions, it does provide opportunities 
to try out a variety of ideas in many games. 

GERMAN RESPONSES 

I have spent a good deal of space emphasizing 
American chances to the extent that some may 
think there is no real play going for the German 
save to hang in there as best he can. However, 
the German player does have the best of it as the 
victory conditions are expanded - saving ONE 
city does not seem to be too hard though it 
becomes harder when one enten the game think- 
ing that ONE city is no difficult task simply 
because that becomes the goal and many sacri- 
fices are allowed to pass thinking that there is 
lots of time left. In fact, the fact that the 
responsibility for action lies with the American is 
one of the greater problems for t&e German since 
he can permit himself to sit back in some 
instances. This attitude is, of course, damaging 
since the German defensive chances have many 
variables which will serve to confuse American 
efforts just as effectively as the many American 
ploys. For example, the simple decision to hit 
American Missions early or at a more delayed 
moment (or, in more advanced play, even after 
targets have been hit in an effort to deprive the 
American of units for later quarters) will bean to 
throw the American's rhythm off significantly 
and make it harder for him to plan just when to 
break from formation to go to specific targets or 

Diagram ti - note that most airbases are just the 
oppmite, appearing (along the Western Front) in 
the earIy turn bands rather than near the greatest 
number of targets. But it is the Baltic Front 
where many targets lie open to the American - 
hence a strong sneak raid can be devastating. The 
fgures after each front's identification on Di- 
gram G indicate how many targets there are 
TOTALLY within 6 turns of each front. 

assault airbases. 

Note that the Baltic Front is THE most ! 
lucrative in terms of pure number of targets 
accessible to American attacks and it has rela- 
tively few bases near the beanning hexes. Of ! 

Diagram F indicates the limits that bombers 
can reach after set numbers of turns no matter 
where they leave from. It is perhaps as enlighten- 
ing as Diagram E in what it reveals since it shows 
how far away various targets are in terms of air 
time from each major front. Note that the Italian 
Front offers the American no real targets until he 
has gone at least 4 turns in the air and at that he 
has but 2 baws! Most Italian taEets lie within 
the five turn band. The Western Front is hardly 
more promising since it offers but 2 targets 
within 3 turns and adds but five more on the 
next. Percentage-wise the bands break down as in 

course the total for the Baltic Front includes 
many targets also in the Western Front where 
there are more bases for defense - but a larger 
number of targets are present early in the 
movement on this front than for my other front. 
ljmiting the number of turns to 3 and not 6 
makes this apparent since the Italian Front has  
NO TARGETS within this distance and the 
Western Front has but 2. But the Baltic Front 
has a full 17 targets within the first three turns 
of movement!! Expanding to four turns gives the 
Western Front up to 7 targets with 2 for the 
Itdian Front while the Baltic Front expands to 
26! Thus there is sufficient hidden threat in the 
Baltic Front to warrant careful consideration of 
defense in this area. In fact, the major target 
areas are inaccessible to the Western Front (and 
very distant from any Italian attack) before the 
fifth and sixth turns - yet they are within 3, or 
at most 4 turns of the Baltic Front. Fortunately 
for the German defense, only one raid per 
quarter may be launched (but bombers may move 
in any direction from their jumping-off point). 

It would seem to be the best German course in 
the Basic Game to make EVERY effort to reach 
the bomben and stop them as soon as possible. 
In more advanced play, tearing away at fighter 
support will have its effect in hter quarters of 

DIAGRAM G TURN BANDS 

i 
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DIAGRAM F 

! play even if it does leave some succesdul Ameri- 
J can missions early in play. The ONE city rule 
,: cannot become a crutch for weak movement but 
,I is a comfort in trying to  wear away American 

fighter forces when this may allow bombers to 
? get through. During this time, protect the bases 

that you are not alternately cut short by a 
$her American who seeks to stop your Fghter 

AH. Philosophy Continued from me 2 

encouraging to us wsre the ratings for strategy 
articles and the Series Replay concept, an indiw- 
tion that you approw wholeheartedly of our 
dmision to concentrate on bringing back the 
"art" of playing games w l l  and not just playing 
for the sake of playing. Only the Game Design 
Column, Philosophy, and RBG show any sign at 
all of being unhealthy appendages. With a rating 
of 5 considered average even these must b? 
considered healthy additions to ths magazine. 

............................ STRATEGY ARTICLES.. 2.08 
D I W U h l T  COUPONS. ............................. .2.53 
SERIES REPLAY CONCEPT ......................... .Z.W 
QUESTION BOX .................................. . 2 S  
OPPONENTS WANTED ............................. .3.U3 
VARIANT ARTICLES .............................. .3.27 

........................... HISTORICAL ARTICLES .3.m 
INFILTRATOR'S REPORT .......................... .3.60 
OONTESTS ....................................... .3&5 
LETTERS. ........................................ 3.77 
READER'S BUYERS GUIDE.. ....................... .4.[18 

............................... DESIGN AhlALYSlS .4,10 
PHILOSOPHY ..................................... 4.11 

Fundamentally, I would have to give the edge 
in a longer game to the German since intelligent 
play will make it hard for him to not manage one 
city left by the end of play. However, it is by no 
means as cut-anddried an affair as m y  shorter 
articles have suggested. I do not feel that the 
G-n player cannot hope to do anythmg but 
win as  one writer has suggested! Perhaps the 
Basic G m ,  again, is fairly easily predicted given 
average luck with die rolls and average play (at 
least matched play on both sides). As I have 
stated, no other Avalon Hill game offers the kind 
of play LUFTWAFFE presents - perhaps a 
limited number of people appreciate this offering. 
I am hoping that hate number of people in this 
category increase if only because it will mean 
further attempts to reproduce a truly "campaign" 
game which is more than a loose conglomeration 
of ideal design plots which characterized many 
amateur inventions in th is  direction many years 
ago. 

t 
I The introduction of jets and school units does 
&OT alter any major elements of planning; 

plowever, alteration of the concepts implied by 
f~uring the number of targets within a certain 

2 turn radius is very drastically changed in Ad- , vanced play since all cities are targets and these 
are very heavily concentrated in the Western 
; Front. But the objectives and methods are still 

the same no matter what version of the game you 
= play - I merely encourage the longer versions 
,,because of the rariety they allow in uaing many 

individual plans from quarter to quarter. 
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Hmley Anton continues the CAMPAIGN AT 
WATERLOO series with the second part of his 
WATERLOO maiysis. This month Harley takes a 
clox look at the individeral pieces of the game 
and relates the best uses for each type. Next time 
Huley will conclude his treatment of WATER- 
LOO with a study of the mapboard. 

PART V THE TACTICAL GAME 
The Pices of Waterloo 

There are 3 keys to victory through tactical 
superiority in Avalon Hill's Waterloo. The first 
and by far the most important of these is to 
know your pieces and their capabilities. The 
second is to know the mapboard. The last is a 
realization of the major tactical techniques of the 
era and successfully translating them into game 
turns that will insure tactical success. 

The two 8-4's are the largest pieces in WATER- 
LOO. Steinmetz is much more valuable to the 
PAA than his French counterpart. The reason for 
his great value is his ability to hold a doubled 
position. When he is doubled, the maximum odds 
a French player can achieve are the number of 
squares available minus one. For this reason he 
can make squares like AA27, S3 1 or T39 impreg- 
nable from frontal assault, barring low odds 
attack. Holding key positions of this nature until 
they are flanked instead of letting them fall 
frontally can often buy the difference in game 
turns between victory and defeat. A 2-1 on a unit 
the size of Steinmetz is rarely attempted for 
several reasons. A loss of 32 factors in an A-Elim 
result will cost the French player the game. 
Whereas the loss of Steinmetz would only dam- 
age, not destroy, PAA chances. Secondly, why 
would the French player attack Steinmetz at 2-1 
when the usual alternative of 3-1 on a doubled 
6-4 usually presents itself in an extended line 
situation? Third, even when a 3-1 is impossible, 
2-1 is much more ewnomically attained on a 
doubled 6-4 and can be achieved from two 
squares. Finally, the French player will have 
difficulty avenging a 16 factor exchange without 
losing rt valuable 6 4  or even more valuable 
cavalry units. 

As the strongest PAA unit, Steinmetz should 
always be kept near the center of the PAA lines. 
There he can stop gaps as they arise by using the 
excellent PAA interior line road network and can 
avoid being cut off by a victorious enemy flank 
thrust. He should always be moved to AA27 on 
the 9AM116th turn and should stay there until 
one of two things happens. If the French leave 
less than 42 factors in the DD 22-DD 30 area he 
can be replaced by a 74.  Once the area is bled to 

less than 36 factors a 6 4  can hold the square. 
Naturally, if the French player leaves 42+ factors 
in the above area (and a smart one will) Stein- 
metz must stay at AA27 until the heights are 
abandoned. A particularly effective switch of 
Steinrnetz is to flow your opponent to infiltrate 
the woods at BB23 (a multi-turn project) in an. 
attempt to hit the doubled 6-4 at AA25 from 3 
squares, thus obtaining 3-1 odds. If your oppo- 
nent achieves BB23 with a stack of units and at 
the same time falls below the 42 factor level in 
the DD22-DD30 area Steinrnetz should be 
quickly switched to AA25. This will completely 
blunt your opponents infiltration drive and cost 
him several turns as he backs out of the forest. 
As soon as the heights are abandoned Steinmetz 
should be positioned at W31, or more commonly, 
at S3 1. W3 1 is the option that should be taken if 
you have stalled your opponent's Nivelles drive 
and at the same time are still strong enough to 
fight as you back down off the heights. Stein- 
metz at W3 1 combined with judicious delay along 
the 228-32 line will anchor the PAA right. 
Meanwhile, a strong infantry force at R30-T32 
(with at least 2 6-4's at S31) can be used to cost 
the French player extreme casualties as he 
attempts to cross the Genappe river. Later, if 
your retreat toward Mont. St. Jean is hurried, 
keep Steinmetz in the center of your force. If 
you have been more fortunate and can effect a 
vigorous retreat and your numbers are approxi- 
mately equivalent to the French, let Steinmetz 
anchor the PAA left at K35 and form a line 
from X35 to Braine La Leude. For a last ditch 
stand Steinmetz can be very effective at A45 
because of the wooded terrain on either side. One 
of the major mistakes of the novice PAA player 
is to let Steinmetz lead his counter attacks. 
Steinmetz should never counterattack unless it is 
unavoidable. A 7 4  or 6-4 will usually do as well 
or better due to the stacking rules, and anytime 
Steinmetz is used in an attack he becomes an 
automatic target for the French player on his 
following turn. The only exception to this rule is 
when you can counterattack and leave Steinmetz 
in a doubled position. 

The Imperial Guard Artillery suffers greatly 
due to the 15 factor stacking rule, combined with 
the French lacking a 74.  Despite this limitation 
it can be used to great offensive advantage in 
several ways. It can best be utilized with a 6 4  
for infiltration and with a 2-6 and 5 4  for straight 
offensive combat. Using the Imperial Guard in its 
attack formation with 2 squares to work fmm, 
the French player can assemble 28 factors (4-1 
on a 7-4) and a 2-6 soak off. After the attack he 
ideally, will have four 54 's  and the Imperial 
G u d  to repulse a counterattack. Although in- 
filtration is a mediocre tactic at best, there is a 
right way to go about it if it becomes necessary 
(see below for cases of necessity). The p r b r y  

STEIHMETZ: 
The Key to PAR Defense 

MOTE: Shwld the French a m p y  8823 on their next 
turn, leeving 1-6 than 42 frctors in a position to hit AA27. 
Steinmetz and Jagow should witch po6ltions. 

The Steinmetz Options 
If the Frnnh are causing trouble a t  Nivelles 531 w R27 IS 

t k  more likely onskion for Steinmstz. 3-1 pmofiw the 

When the hslghts haw fallen W31 ir an excellent wbltbn 
tor Steinrnetz. Giwn four 1- far dnlsy on Z29.230.231. 
Y32, and X33, the mnem flsnk ean b held hnre for fiw 
Nrnl. I I 

maxim is to use the largest pieces possible to 
avoid being cut-up piecemeal. Infiltration through 
the woods between Nivelles and Quatre Bras 
should never be fried unless your opponent is 
already reeling and you are attempting to burst 
his defensive perimeter. However, infiltration by 
an 8 4 ,  6-4 stack at V22-U23, or CC22.BB23 
combined with continued pressure elsewhere will 
cause the PAA player to retreat if .handled 
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skiHfully. The lmperial Guard can often be used 
in conjunction with a 15 or more factor cavalry 
thrust down the Tilly corridor. It can furnish 
good infantry support for the lighter units but its 
limitations must be recognized. Its object should 
be to break the cavalry out into the plains 
between the Thil and LaLasne Rivers. After this 
it should never head for Waterloo unless the 
Genappe River has already fallen to frontal 
assault. Due to its defensive fortitude it can be of 
invaluable aid in flanking and breaking the 
Genappe line by moving along any one square 
0-28, 0-27, P-26. After he establishes this break 
he should join the main force on the road to 
Mont. St. Jean. The Imperial Guard can also be 
used excellently along the line U-Z I8  if the Tilly 
drive is aborted. He can mop up 1-6's and unless 
the PAA player was foolish enough to waste 24 
factors in the comdor the Imperial Guard can 
stop cold any thoughts of counterattack. 

The PAIL ,.,;ljcr is blcssed with 5 units with a 
combat factor of seven. Since these units are 
unique to the PAA side they can at least cause a 
problem for the French player to consider when 
he attacks at odds that may call for an exchange. 
Almost any exchange he makes will hurt him in 
some way. At best these units can be tenacious 
defenders and can furnish a sharp cutting edge to 
a PAA offensive. In the final stages of a game 
they are especially good in the latter capacity. 

On defense the 7 4  is at its best in a doubled 
position in which the enemy can achieve only 3 
squares against it m d  must soak off from 2 of 
those 3 squares. Once supported on its flanks in 
this manner (i.e., 7-4 at S31 and U ' s  at S-32 
and R-31) 3-1 becomes impossible. Excepting this 
one rare case a 7 4  should never be tied to a 
defensive position but should instead act as a 
counterattack/defense bulwark force. When the 
FAA defend the Quatre-Bras, Bors DeMetz corri- 
dors, sooner or later he must stop delaying and 
stand to fight. This stand should always be 
initiated with 64's because early in the game 
only 7-4's are available. They should be thrown 
into counterattacks to replace a 6 4  lost or 
thrown back on the previous turn. Combined 
with three W s  and the inevitable 1 factor 
soak-off the 7 4  yields 5-1 odds on a French 5-4 
with no possible exchange and an ultra strong 
defensive position facing the French. (i.e., 224, 
Y24 counterattack a 5 4  at 223 leaving 13 and 
12 facing the French). If you are still strong at 
this counterattack juncture it might be wise to 
use four 6-4's to go after a French 6-4 at 4-1 and 
to conserve your 7-4's for later attacks. 
One major fact to remember is that 6-4's are 

almost equivalent to 74's  on defense so 74's 
should not be tied down when 64's are available. 
Two 7 4 s  stacked with a 1 4  or 1-6 which 
disappears in the soak-off will leave the French a 
tough problem to counter on their foIlowing 
turn. There are sweral ways not to use the 7-4's. 
The first of these is don't send them to Tilly. 
Likewise, keep them on the Braine Le Compte 
tlank only as long as necessary and not one turn 
longer. The only exception to this rule is when 
your opponent's Nivslles drive consists of 3641  
ractors. In this case three 74's and several 1-6's 
:an delay him indefinitely. (7-4's at U42, T41, 
r39 and 1-6's down row 36.) Note that the 7-4's 
hould never be more than 4 squares from the 
nad to Mont. St. Jean in case a French break- 

through necessitates a rapid fallback. Always try 
to avoid meeting the French 4-4's in open terrain 
where they can be effectively used in 1-2 attacks. 

THE 6-4's 

The 6-4's are the backbone of the PAA army. 
Because of their preponderance they make their 7 
French counterparts doubly valuable for exchange 
purposes. The Allies must protect their 64's. A 
stack of two 6-4's should never be placed such 
that the French player can gain 3 squares on it. 
Perpuncher and possibly one or two other 6-4's 
should be sent to Nivelles early in the game to 
counter major French thrusts in that area. By 
sanding Prussian 6-4's to Nivelles, Picton and 
Company can be routed to Quatre Bras. One 
major reason 6's are valuable at Nivelles is due to 
their ability to clog the forest corridors at 
AA35-A.438. A 6 4  is the smallest allied unit 
which cannot be attacked at 3-1 from one square 
(or from 2 squares, when doubled). A 7 or 8 in 
the same position is much more vulnerable to 1-2 
attacks. Further use of a 7 or 8 is a waste of 
factors which violates a basic principle of war 
best summarized by the phrase "economy of 
force," and best demonstrated by odds of 29-10 
when the 7 4  could have been used to replace a 
6-4 had adequate forethought been shown. For 
this reason it is wise to send 6-4's to Nivelles and 
shuffle 7-4's to Quatre Bras unless one wishes 
early counterattacks against a weak French Nivel- 
les thrust. On the first turn of the game a 6 4  at 
CC21 and a 1-6 at EE19 illustrates the manner in 
which the PAA can turn the 15 factor stacking 
limit to their advantage. One of the major uses of 
the 64's is the Funnel principle. By stationing 
delay units at CC17 and DD20 and putting a 6-4 
at BBZO, 7 squares of terrain can be defended at 
a cost of only 2 factors. A further corollary of 
this principle would involve a configuration of 
two 6-4's at AA17 and AA19 and delay units at 
CC15 and CC19. By studying these examples, a 
competent PAA player can uw them all over the 
board. By combining them wiih terrain even 
more advantages accrue (note in my last example 
a total of 9 squares are covered if no enemy units 
started the turn on the Ligne River.) As the FAA 
forces are slowly driven back, 6-4's can be used 
to stop-gap such positions as W36, T41, U42, 
W31-Y31, R29, P30 and many others When the 
Prussian IV corps arrives it can hold the LaLasne 
River from T35 to L36 while the main bulk of 
the army can take a stand at L37-UsJ42. 
Finally, i f only a few turns remain in the game 
the PAA on raTe occasions may gain a time-limit 
victory by keeping the major portion of ~emain- 
ing PAA units to guard 39 and by detaching a 
couple of 6-4's to guard the road to Brussels 
along A and B45. The enemy would have to 
waste 2 or 3 turns in flanking to obtain good 
odds and if 3 turns were remaining in the game 
then this uneven split of guarding factors might 
provide the difference. 

The French 64's along with the 8-4 should 
always be the vanguard of the French attack. The 
64's are the units that should infiltrate when 
necessaty. Naturally they should always be used 
to feed exchanges with PAA 64's whenever 
possible. Late in the game if the French player 
has 64's remaining he can hurt the FAA player 
by sending a couple through the E48 corridor 
and down to A46 in codunction with the main 
French drive which should be aimed at Waterloo 
itself. One major flaw which seems to be ex- 

tremely prevalent wen among expert Water100 
players is the use of a 6-4, 5 4 ,  4-4 stack. While 
this may be an acceptable marching stack it 
leaves no room for soak-off on an attack and the 
4 4  is easy meat for a PAA counterattack. 

The 5-4's are the mainstay of the French 
Army. Whenever possible exchange of two 5-4's 
for a PAA 6 4  or 7-4 should be avoided for 
obvious reasons. An exchange of two 5-4's for 
the PAA &4 would be of some advantage, 
expecially early in the game or when moving 
from a position of strength late in the game. 
Most proponents of French strategy in Waterloo 
argue for massive 2-1's using the 54 's  early in the 
game. I feel this to be a tragic misuse of factors. 
Early deployment of 5-4's to V22 can be prof- 
itable if weak PAA Tilly forces have been driven 
back and if it is combined with a drive in the 
Bors De Metz corridor. The I Corps 54's  should 
come to TTl8 and UU17 on turn 1 and proceed 
up to the foot of the Quatre Bras heights as a 
holding force which can be shuttled from the 
CC26 area to the Bon Ds Metz corridor if 
necessary. The standard 8-4, 5 4 ,  2-6 stack (de- 
scribed earlier) can be supplemented by a 6-4, 
5-4, 2-6, 2-6 attack stack, but this is not desirable 
in most cases because a 2-6 would be left 
extremely vulnerable to resulting PAA counter- 
attacks. A 2 square attack of five 5-4's and a 2 6  
or three 5-4'5, two 64's and a 2-6 are usually the 
most desirable. 

The FAA player is blessed with only six 54's, 
3 of which come on late in the game. For 
defensive purposes a 5-4 is useless by itself and 
vulnerable in a stack because the competent 
French phyer will attack it. It can achieve 
limited value by being placed with another 5 4  
when the French player has only 1 square or 2 
squares doubled to attack from. They can thus be 
used for short periods in the place of a 6-4 or 
7-4. The bast use of the 54's is in counterattacks 
for exchange purposes against French 54's or 
2-6, 3-6 cavalry stacks. 

THE 4-4's and 46's pk 
Of all the pieces of Waterloo the French 4-4's 

seem to  be the least useful. They are too small 
for offensive operations and too large to be used 
as soak-offs. Their best use i s  for exchanges and 
even then they rarely furnish an equal exchange 
unless a valuable 2-6 is expended as well. 

Early in the game the French 44's should 
proceed to the CC24-26 area. From there, two 
4-4's make a good 1-2 gamble against the 84 at 
AA27 or the three 4-4's can be shuttled to 
NiveIles if that drive needs a boost. Later in the 

game 4-4's can be used at 1-2 against undoubled 
7-4's and this is their greatest appeal. An ex- 
change of three 4-4's for 2 PA'A 6-4's should 
never be ignored. 

The French 4-6 on the other hand is a good 
shock weapon due to its mobility. I usually 
erroneously classify the French 4-6's and 34's as 
heavy cavalry and the French 24's as light 
cavalry. Although this is obviously not historic- 
ally accurate it leads to a better fundamental 
understanding of Napoleonic cavalry tactics. The 
French 4 4  is always best used in conjunction 
with 36's as discussed below. 
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The PAA 4-6 should always be headed to V44 

where it can combine with the lone English 4-4 
to hold the Nivelles branch of the Somme River. 
These units can effectively police the PAA hr 
right with little loss. Even if the center falls, the 
4-6 can usually escape to Mont. St. Jean by way 
of the Plains near Hal and the 4-4 can retreat 
under protection of the Somme River and by its 
weakness and distance from the front become too 
costly for the French to chase. If defection 
occurs Cooke should be the first removed if he is 
thus cut off. 

The three Russian 44's are usually best em- 
ployed holding the Tilly corridor on the PAA far 
left. Used in conjunction with rivers and delay 
units they can form a testy maze for the French 
to wade through. In addition, a 1-2 surrounded 
on 15 French factors by two 4-4's can often turn 
the tide of the game. IT the French do not pursue 
a Tilly drive, the 4-4's can rejoin the remainder 
df the PAA army at Mont. St. lean. Like Cooke 
they should be removed 1st in case of defection 
if by-passed by the French drive. A counterattack 
drive at low odds toward Tilly is a good 
desperation ploy to buy time when that becomes 
more important than factors. 

THE 3-6's 

The 3 4 ' s  are the French heavy cavalry. They 
should be used with the 4-6 in raids down the 
Tilly comdor or the Brake LeCornpte-Hal road. 
By early placement of these units in the Charleroi 
area these forces can threaten X24 by 1PM116. 
By using the narrow 212 corridor, 36's can 
infiltrate the Tilly area by turn 4. I don't favor 
this strategy as the masses of rivers on the far 
French right rob the 3-6's of their major weapon; 
mobility. The more ordinary Tilly drive should 
have the objective of breaking (with its mobility, 
not combat factors) the Dyle River between N24 
and Wavre and then making a dash over the open 
terrain to A39. Even when unsuccessful this 
maneuver draws large PAA commitments off the 
main front, to counter it. One word of caution: 
this maneuver is not dangerous if supported by 
54's  or the 8-4 as far as N24. Once there, the 
large units flank the Genappe river and the 
cavalry must be withdrawn in time to avoid being 
trapped by the I V  Corps if it is not immediately 
successful. The 36's should be used as soak-offs 
only when no other alternative is available. In 
short, effective heavy cavalry tactics, consisting of 
overwhelming delay forces, going on raids to 
extend fronts and draw off factors, and always 
retreating to fight again when confronted by 
force can spell the difference between victory and 
defeat. 

THE 26's and 24's 

The use of the French 2-6's can be summarized 
in the word soak-off. They are the only soak-off 
unit which the French can really afford to lose. 
Because they appear in large numbers a few can 
be used to aid the heavy cavalry on raids as long 
as the main fronts are left with adequate soak-off 
units. These units have a few other uses dealing 
with protection of the main body of the French 
army. If it breaks through to Waterloo with most 
of the remaining PAA units in the Mont. St. Jean 
area the French player may delay with 26's 

behind hi main force as it crushes all remaining 
defenses and moves off the board to victory. The 
24 ' s  can also be used to guard French flanks 
early in the game in front of the main line. They 
should be positioned in such a way that the PAA 
must expose 2 large units to kill them. 

The PAA 2-6's are extremely valuable as a 
counterattack force against infiltration. (Com- 
bined of course with a few larger units preferably 
5-4's and 4-4's) and against a Brains LeCompte 
drive (combined with a 7 4 ,  Cooke, and the Cav. 
Batts). On the other hand, the PAA 2-4's are the 
least useful FAA unit. Their best use is for 
soak-off and delay when 14's and 1-6's are 
unavdlable. Usually these units can be gathered 
into a stack which can absorb exchange losses 
near the end of the game. This type of stack 
should not expose itself early in the game 
because a turn of fortune might make the 2-4's 
valuable as delay units. 

TEE 1-4's and Id's E!!l 1 4  

I have saved the mdst important PAA units 'till 
Iast. Proper use of these units for delay-screening 
is the key to PAA victory and will be discussed 
in detail below. However, there are other intrinsic 
advantages which can be listed hare. The major 
secondary advantage of the 1-6's and 14's is that 
the PAA player can always lose I factor on 
soakaffs as compared to the Fmnch 2. This 
yields the additional advantage of  leaving the 
PAA player with a large stack to await counter- 
attacks. One should use the 1-6's and 1-4's in all 
types of delay operations with the exception of 
attempting to delay across large open terrain 
corridors such as M3S-J42 and V41-048. This 
type of delay would needlessly dissipate valuable 
units when a fall back would be preferable. Never 
expose large stacks of Id's to enemy attack as 
this is equivalent to cutting an artery! 

Continued from page 20 

phalanx army was impossible; attempting it any- 
way he lost the war. Armies attempting "impass- 
able" obstacles have sometimes found them im- 
passable indeed. 

The point is that the game rules suggest that 
an attack in the old style, throwing armor against 
welkdefended rivers and canals in the face of a 
supplied and vigorous defense mlght have suc- 
ceeded - and even have been superior to Guder- 
ian's nearly bloodless victories. In my judgment, a 
game design which produces that result has some 
explaining to do. 

For all my objections to the simulation aspects 
of France, 1940 I return to where I began. This 
essay, although critical, is none the less a "rave 
review." Although the designers have failed to 
overcome many problems of simulation, they 
have given us a very good game. They have also 
designed a building block on which future simula- 
tions may be based; and they have done it while 
providing important new contributions to the art 
of gaming. Frmce, 1940 is well worth the money 
required to buy it and the time it takes to master 
it. 

by Mike Shefler 

KRIEGSPIEL, despite an exceiIent ovemll sales 
~ppeui, i,c often criticized by the "hard corps" as 
Ine of Avalon Hill $ worst gameJ. The reason for 
as lack of popuhrity omong wargame famticis iis 

lor hard to pinpoint. The vefy simpiicity which 
nakes it  such o good "beginners" game s t ~ n d s  it 
n bad stead ns fur as she "hard corps" is 
:oncerned, despite the innovative m t r i x  CR T 
Wr. Shefler proposes some changes, incIudiq 
come amendments to the CRT, which m y  make 
:ome of you change your mind. 

Many people have expressed their dissatisrac- 
:ion with Krieg~piel because of its lack of 
:ornplexity and realism, so here is an attempt to 
nake the game more interesting, challenging, and 
-ealistic. First, 1 have tried introducing a step 
-eduction system in which the second step is 
mitten in on the back of the unit. New matrix- 
:ype CRTs have been thoughtfully provided by 
ihe author to take this into account. In  these 
IRTs I have attempted to preserve the different 
zharacteristics of the various offensive and defen- 
rive strategies available to the players that are 
?resent in the AH CRTs (and which, I might add, 
y e  missing in the only other Kriegspiel CRT 
revision I have seen - No. 7.3 of the General). 
To adapt them to PBM use, I suggest using L. 
Mitchell Wsin's excellent method as described on 
p. 7 of No. 7.4 of theGeneml I have also 
included some revisions to the rules on prisoners 
md nuclear weapons to make them more reak 
tic, and I have introduced some new optional 
rules The rules and CRTs I propose follow: 

STEP WDUCTION: On the back of each unit 
write in the attack and movement factors of the 
unit's second step along with its corps, type, 
color, and identifying number. Attack factor in 
the second step is !4 of the unit's basic AF, while 
the movement factor is reduced by one. When 
called on by the CRT to lose a step, simply flip 
the unit over (if it is already flipped over, it is 
eliminated instead). If more than one unit is  
involved, then all such units are affected. How- 
~ver,  they may instead elect to eliminate units 
(from any of those involved in the attack) with 
at least as many combat factors as would have 
been lost by step reduction. For instance, if two 
4-4's attack an 8-5 and the attacking units must 
lose a step, they could remove one of the 4-4's, 
instead of turning them both over. When the 
CRT calls for elimination, all such units must be 
eliminated, regardless of which step they are in. 
These rules lead to or suggest several changes in 
other rules: 

A Retreats after combat - Units forced tc 
retreat after combat are still eliminated if forced 
to retreat off the board, into sea or otha 
non-permissible squares, into enemy zones 01 
control, or onto or through other units. However 
they may choose to retreat one square less thar 
the specified number at the cost of losing a ster 
instead (this does not apply to units conducting 
an invasion). Thus, if a surrounded unit is forced 
to retreat one square, it may forgo retreat and 
instead remain where it is and lose a step. If il 
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ABM Interception Chart 

Number of ABM's Die roll necessary 
intercepting - to intercept - 

were forced to retreat two squares, or if it were it was carrying are a h  destroyed. If the unit 1-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  
already in its second step, then o f  course it surrenders in battle, then it must also surrender 4-6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,2 
would be eliminated anyway. the weapons to one of the attacking units, which 7-9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .1,2,3 
3. Fortifications - Units flipped over to may next turn carry these nuclear weapons back 1@12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,2,3,4 

make a fort are not reduced in step (they may be to their launching site. Captured nuclear weapons 13+. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .1,2,3,4,5 
turned rightside up again if you decide to destroy cannot be fired until the turn after they have A B M T ~ ,  like ~i~~~~~~ factors, can never be 
the fort). For convenience in keeping track of been moved to their launching site. captured and can be used even if your capital 
which units have been reduced and which city is captured. However, they can never be used 
haven't, I suggest that units which have been Here are some optional rules which may be of to enemy units or positions, They are only 
reduced in strength not be permitted to make interest to the wargamer who goes all-out for used to intercept incoming missibaA 
forts Any unit may occupy a fort. complexity. 

C. Replacements - Replacements must be You may use your accumulated airpower fac- 
brought in at full strength. Thus, an 8-6 which tors to transport units from one city to another 
had been reduced to a 4-5 and then eliminated Tactical Nuclear Weapons (including captured enemy cities). T h i s  is done in 
must be brought in as an 8-6 at a cost of 8 Black 3-4's and Red 4-4's which are not special the movement portion of your turn. Airpower 
replacement factors. forms carry one short range tactical nuclear factors used for air transport may not b i  used for 

PRISONERS - T h e  POW camp may be located weapon (TNW) apiece. These TNW's have a range attack and are lost after use in this manner. One 
anywhere in your home country on a noncity of three squares but may not be fired at a target airpower factor can transport up to two combat 
square, ~f you capture your enemy's POW facility which is in the zone of control of one of your factors, thus to transport an 8-6 by air would 
then your prisoners rwntex the game from that units. They are fired after the movement portion require four airpower factors. You cannot trans- 
square, at their second step. Prisoners can escape of the turn. A die roll of 5 or 6 means that all port units into a captured enemy city in the turn 
from an ungamsoned POW camp without outside units in the target square are eliminated and if it of capture, nor can you transfer units directly 
help using the prisoner escape chart. However, if is a city quare,  it may not be used for rmpply or into enemy zones of control. 
you roll the die for a prison break and it is replacement Purposes for one turn. A of 3 or I hope the above rules and suggested changes 
unsuccessful, you must remove one of the prison- 4 means all w i t s  in the target lose one step and to Kriegspiel will make it more attractive to the 
ers to the dead pile. If there is an enemy unit on no movement is allowed through that square for "hard-core" wargarner, Kriegspiel is, in my 
his POW camp, then y o u  units cannot escape by One turn. A roll of 1 or 2 means the attack has opinion, one of Avalon Hill's best games as it 
themselves. Othenvise, use the following table. no effect. Fortifications are protected enough offers almost limitless opportunities for improve- 
Prisoners which escape do so at the beginning of from TW'S 3 0  that a roll of 1, 2 ,  5 ,  or 6 has no ment and improvisation. It should appeal to the 
their turn and enter the game at their second effect, while a roll of 3 or 4 has the same effects game designing urge most wargarners have but are 
step. as above. Each unit carrying TNW's may fm only unable to satisfy (it's too timeconsurning to 

once during the entire game, and if eliminated design your own game from scratch - I know, 
Prisoner &ape Chart before they can fire, they lose the ability to do I've tried). I would like to me more games where 

Number of prisoners Die roll necessary so, even if brought in again later in the game. To the player can write his own optional rules 

in POW camp - to release risoners - make up for the advantage that Red has under instead of being bound by a set of all-inclusiv~, 
this rule (9  W ' s  to 3 for Black), try starting pre-packaged rules. 

1-2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  both Red and Black with 14 units andlor giving 
3-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,2 Black one additional ICBM and two additional 
5-6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 1 , 2 ,  3 rocketsinhisinitialnucIe~inventory, 
7-8 1, 2, 3, 4 

A - attacker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1, 2, 3,  4, 5 AJjM sy&em r - retreat (opponent may retreat your units 

D - defender 

Each side accumulates, beginning with the first up to the specified number of squares) 

! NUCLEAR WEAPONS - When you capture turn and provided his capital city is unoccupied a - advance (you may advance your units up 
to the specified number of squares but you 

1, one of your opponent's launching sites, the by enemy units, four A3M's per turn. When a must stop in the first enemy controlled sq.) 
I capturing unit takes custody of the nuclear nuclear attack is launched by your opponent, he LS - lose one step (flip unit over, i f  already 

i weapons stored there. You do NOT immediately specifies only one target square. You may try to over, eliminate it) 

transfer them to your launching site, the captur- intercept his missiles before they reach their E - eliminated 

/ ing unit must do so. It can transfer the captured target(.) by using as many ABM's per nuclear NC - no casualties either side 

i rockets to another unit by moving adjacent to it, attack as you wish, up to the number you have X - exchange (player with fewer total wmbat 

1 To avoid unnecesary bookkeeping, no partial accumulated. ABM's may not be used against factors removes all hi units: other player 
removes at least that many combat factors - I transfer of nuclear weapons between units is TNW's Use the following chart to determine if units may voluntarily reduce themselves in 

allowed. If the unit which is holding the captured the missile is intercepted (if not, then the attack step to acwunt for the appropriate number 
' nuclear weapons is itself destroyed, the weapons was successful). of a t t d  factors). 

I 
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COMBAT RESULTS 
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GUN Bdnrrn I.fb F f t  Rnq ~ O O C I T  I 
A M M U  9.1 PLN 1.q - 2  hl& 34 I 

Dr. Poldrnelle b a noted historian with several 
published works to his credit who has recently 
rtlrned to game design as a spare time endeavor. 
His thoughts OH conf/ict sitniiIati0~1 us portmy ed 
in FRANCE, 1940 bring to light some interesting 
de.~ign questions un the cumpaig~.  Dr. Pourne/le 
presents a strong case for. a revised CRT and 
TEC, ond in so doing, takes our designer lo task 
for some o f  the principles built into the game. 
The qliestions DT. Pournelle raises on the design 

THE STR;\TFCY OF TECIINOLOGY 
STAUlLlTY AND WATIONAL SECURITY 

Cuntribr~tions to sucli Ir:~din$ periodicals 3.;: 

PIJAL.4NX. ASTRON AYI'II:S, FKON TIEII. and 
ilulnerous others. Now serving as Preside111 of tlre 
11.1 ...... 17:.1: ... ll'.Ir .... A . .  ...-.017 . - ............. 

Avalon Hill's France, I is destined to 
become a classic game. It has attempted a 
campaign that defies simulation, to produce a 
very playable and enjoyable game with different 
orders of battle to provide a variety of fascinating 
problems. Moreover, the "point handicapping" in 
which a country may "win" while, its player 
"loses" works well. As a game 1940 belongs in 
every collection, and it makes a good introduc- 
tion to serious war-gaming for those just starting 
out. 

I wholeheartedly recommend France 1940. 
The recommendation is strongly stated because 
this article is quite critical of many features of 
1940. The designers have made a bold attempt, 
but despite a number of fascinating gaming 
innovations, they have not produced a very good 
simulation of the German conquest of France. 
Whether or not such a simulation can ever be 
packaged as a popular warmme is another ques- 
tion. The Fall of France was unique and due to 
factors nearly impossible to bring to a games 
table. Some games simply by-pass the problem by 
beginning after the Sedan break-through and 
playing on from there - an acceptable and 
enjoyable alternative. France, 1940 tries to gro- 
duce a more general simulation of war of the 
1940 era, and it is a good beginning. 

I believe certain modifications can bring it 
closer to a campaign simulation. 

The best new feature of 1940 is the use of 
airpower. By separating air units into a movable 
but grounded base and an invulnerable in-flight 
component 1940 has come very close to the real 
conditions of aerial combat for that era. Dog- 
fights are spectacular, but air supremacy was 
never won by them in modern war. Air cover 
could drive enemy air forces away, or exact 
heavy attrition; and of course, if one side pursued 
an improper air strategy as did the Germans in 
the Battle of Britain, air superiority might eveatu- 
ally be won in the sky. 

Usually, though, it was necessary to destroy 
enemy bases in order to dominate the air. T h e  
A-8 game incorporates this feature very weII. It 
adds a realistic dimension of aerial warfare and at 

the same time does not unduly complicate things. 
The game is playable without an air battle staff - 
although the post of "Air Marshall" as a subordi- 
nate player is fun, so that the game can be 
played by teams without artificial divisions of 
responsibility. 

Another good feature of 1940 is the handling 
of armorlmechanized forces. By allowing them to 
move after combat the designer has given them a 
quulitarive difference so that aTmor is not just 
fast, stronger, infantry - something lacking in 
many strategic games. Like all good rules the 
&rln~r/me~haniZed rule is simple and intuitively 
obvious once thought of. Whether it is enough to 
give armor of that period the roIe i t  actually 
played is something else again; but the rule is a 
good one and rather realistic. 

A lot of research must have gone into certain 
aspects of 1940. The decision to use 10 km. 
hexes was probabIy difficult, but unavoidable. As 
Dunnigan points out in the design notes, division 
size pieces would have meant an unholy number 
of units on the board, while including the whole 
Franco-German border would have required a lot 
of wasted space in which combat would never 
take place. The resulting ratio of combat units to 
playing space is a good one. 

The game scale chosen requires corps units, 
except for the armor which is by divisions or 
brigades. Given the stacking rules, armor/ 
mechanized forces again have a qualitative differ- 
ence from the other pieces. Again, so far, so 
good. 

Come now the problems. First, the Combat 
Results Table has not had the same research as 
other parts of the game. I agree with the system 
in which increasing die numbers bring increasingly 
favorable resuIts; among other benefits this makes 
it easier to incorporate terrain effects and other 
factors since you can add or subtract points to 
the number actually thrown. What combat actu- 
ally accomplishes is something else again. I do 
not understand the logic of the involuntary 
counterattacks which dominate the CRT. 

Worse, though, there are no possible results 
other than retreats or eliminations. There is no 
"contact" or "engaged," although given 1940's 
time scale such results were very likely. An 
"engaged" result with armor free to withdraw but 
infantry "fixed" for a move would have been 
very realistic. 

In fact, the Bulge CRT modified for this game 
would be more appropriate. In 1940 the attack- 
er's advantage is too great - that is, although it 
takes high odds to assure unit elimination, attack- 
ers are relatively safe from damage. The design 
notes state that in the 1940 time period the 
attacker had an advantage over the defender. I 
cannot agree with that. During the Fail of France 
campaign it appenred that way, but this was due 
to Allied misunderstanding of what Liddell Hart 
called "tank time"; it was not inherent in the 
military equipment available. 

The reverse is probably true, in fact: WW I1 
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often took bual superiority of ICL1 to achieve 
decisive results. Even on the corps unit scale a 
3-1 superiority was generally required to insure 
against losses, while in 1940 all air-supported unit 
may attack at 1-3 odds in the certain knowledge 
that the worst that can happen to it  is a retreat. 

The CRT is coupled with stacking rules that at 
first appear attractive, but on reflection seem 
inaccurate. They make sense on the technical 
grounds of troops, time and the 10 km. hex; but 
this throws open the problem of what do we 
simnalu!e? Sometimes it is better to abstract out 
principles than to rigidly stick to "real" limits. 

The CRTlstacking problem is a very knotty 
one, because "in 1940 the decisiveness of the 
Panzer thrusts of Guderian lay in producing 
paralysis after penetration, not in producing 
destruction of the enemy's forces in battle. It 
really eliminated battle." (Liddell Hart, Dererrent 
or Defense p. 183) Now, how do we simulate 
that, particularly since, at a later time in the war, 
"Allied attacks rarely succeeded unless the attack- 
ing troops had a superiority of more than 5 to I ,  
accompanied by domination of the air." 

Thus, as simulation, the CRT is wrong, for in 
the actual campaign there were almost no "bat- 
tles," at least not of the march up and knock 
down variety; and when this kind of equipment 
actually engaged that way, the results were grim. 
In my judgment, 1940 would also be a better 
game if the CRT supplied were scrapped and a 
new one substituted; but this would, as Dunnigail 
notes in his text, change the game entirely. It 
cannot be dona in isolation, and careless changes 
in the CRT will make 1940 a worse game 
although they might improve its realism. 

The second major defect in 1940 is the Terrain 
Effects Chart. France and the Low Countries 
were rather well roaded, and given the 10 km. 
hexes it is arguable that roads are not relevant. In 
terms of strict unit-size realism, leaving roads off 
the magboard makes sense. In terms of abstract- 
ing the factors vital to the campaign, it may have 
h e n  a mistake. 

One major qualitative difference between 
armor and other units, including mechanized, was 
that everything but armor was road-bound. It was 
the lack of  tracked supply and support vehicles 
that slowed down the Blitzkrieg of 1940 as it was 
to slow down Patton years later. 

Secondly, armor was nearly useless in city- 
fights. The Germans quickly learned that taking 
their tanks into house-to-house combat was a 
drastic error; to clear out a defended town you 
need infantry and artillery, both rather slow and 
both confined to roads. 

Rivers, too, were more important, especially on 
a day-twday time scale as 1940 uses, than the 
game allows. Crossing rivers under fire, even with 
air support, was a tough job; and even unde- 
fended rivers could and did slow down the tanks. 
1940 would have been a better game if more 
thought had been given to the terrain effects; and 
in my judgment would have been improved if 
some of the majbr road net had bee11 added. 
although the latter point is ce~tainly open to 
debate. 

Rules changes, even those suggested above, are 
not the primary requirement for making 1940 a 
better simulation - or are they? As the designer 
admits, the Germans always win by the rules of 
the game, even when the armored units are 
stripped away from them. The question is, would 
this be true of the real world? 

Design Analysis Continued on page 20 
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SERI[ES REPLAY 

0400 JUNE 3 
USN MOVES: Flsst: F4E 

SEARCHES: 8C. 6c. 4C. 3C 

SIGHTINGs: * Eruim CBr, 

his "Irier 'Iider SEARCHES: 03, Dl, 06. f 6 
watchful eye whi approximate poi- SIGHTINGS: Cruiser in D I G  

tions of his c r ~  ' ct he withdraw OPERATIONS: $5 Tormdo f a o n  to DIG 

the cruisers to in- 
~f this is indeed his The fact that I didn't Iocate his carrier force in 

tion to eliminate both ROW 3 indicates that the new cruisers and the 
camer group should rendezvous in 3-7A. 1 am 
going to gamble on this in an effort to sink his 
misers now despite betraying my position in the 

SEARCH ESi F1. 'F&:F3 belief that his carriers are out of range and thal 
Changed course Westward with carrier force in I'll be able to retreat before their advance and 

hopes of evading U. S, search. He now knows again after nightfall. The location of his cruiser! 
positions of my entire force. I must lose him 
before his planes come in range. 

1 I00 JUNE , 
USN MOVES: Flm: E31 

SEARCHES: K, 2C. 4 8 , M  

SIGHTINGS: Cruisnr in C6F. cruiser in CZF, CV for- ir, nlc * x m  
, " ,  "- 

Again i have moved tq phc.c8:my;aeet in ' '  ''fauhd';;id*di~~at 
area which he must cbniideiler safe; having just than the betrayal of my position. I had'-% 
extensively searched the Norfh~m part of the efit h w q ,  ,cruisers in the same turn b$ &'un+?lr 
board, he ,must Vlin,k,me in h. My 0 lo&lr the second which a p p a r e n & + w : o C  

- - 8f:fa&e In any case. 

EB; Tons: D7A Napsra: D?G CV && : 
h Row &: , Dl,  07, 02. 08. 03 , 
the 

> Ever since MIDWAY made i l ~  appenmrlce in 
:1964, critics have said that the Ameticun pluyer 
',Can not win against a competent opponent. Our 
jR%D s t a g  set our to put  f h i ~  theory ao the test 
> i n  the form of a Sr~./es Replay contest. The 
iyesult, aided by an oft ignored ruling in the 
.GENERAL that ships may lenve the search board. 
!appears to have disproved that theory. Don 
p~reenwood, otir intrep~d editor, rook on the task 
!%of defending Midway and war opposed by one of 
!!he locaI talents from IGB; A.H. 's official play t e ~ '  
panel. 
i 

N MOVES: Fleet: G4E 

RCHES: ?A.  2A. 3A. 4A 

board in half, so if 
I--^ --..- ed that he is 

~ n d  a further 
~ighting if he 

,, . >roves fruitless, 
he 6 7 A  corner. 

nier Force. Am. to;;: A7C 

E D U E T 0  EXTREME RANGE. 

my force thus to allow maximum 
1 as outlined in 'The Rest of the 
Lloyd Beffger in the May issue of 
L. As is stated in the article h s  

:arches by the time the misers 
@@king that the Americans arp 

:an exit D, assul the 

with the 
Mikurna cruiser group for added AA protection. 
Scouting cruisers move into the board's outer 
limits to search extremities of Row D - not 

cated Rim in the center last time. His 
possible advance still rests in Row D. 
LE NOTES: The Ammiem ' ' beti - - - -  ' 

ition by attacking and s le Nr 
ittack came from E43. I t .  

Carriers retreat Westward to  

MOVES Fleet. WID 
HES: 78, 7A. 68. 58 

ATIONS: Roaclylng all abrcraft 

le cruisef to the Worth 1s obviou 
rslon. I'm sure I can locate him later d search last tarn has conr- my.3 

much difficulty as he In all probablllt, "~cion~ that his cmien  retieatha to deet 
d l ~ s t l y  Row D to  get the added h i p  and as such are R ! ~ : B  attack% 

caoabllitv. 1 onlv moved mv fleet one today, and probably will b able tq$r~,f~nt+ 

because' my opponent will' obviously UUkrs as 
this iF mu intentinn f n  J : ~ ,  in+ move into 

'rn st111 worK > n  ti 
rs are out or ranre 

i t  ni 

r thl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

I : ~ a g r  rrisr F B ~ E  ' B ~ B  search in Row D. Ither cruiser before nightfall. :i.i% 
I ~ n r s :  F3, 14, r a  BATTLE NOTES: Search reveals Tanc in D6f $@{ 
IATIONS: Readying All Aircraft 

1JN MOVES: Tons: I iagara CV Fleet . IG /here my planes find no opposition in swampin: r-"" 
SEARCHES: 0 2 ,  06, ,,, d4. 05 
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Japanese search forces finally located U.S. Fleet 
on their own. However, the range prohibits both 
offensive and CAP operations over the Tone. The 
move into D6 is designed to escape U. S. search 
efforts which may be reluctant to search the 
same square two turns in a row. 

NIGHT JUNE 3 
USN MOVES: Fleat w E41 

OPERATIONS: Rmdy Airuaft 

I hope to stay out of his reach until he is 
found again. With my superior searchpower I 
hope to Find him first tomorrow and launch the 
first strike. 

IJM MOVES: CV Force. A2B 

With my cruisers gone, 1 will proceed North 
where I will join with the Atago group before 
proceeding to Midway. U. S. last sighted in E4G. 

NIGHT JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Flwt:  F5E 

IJPJ MOVES: CV Force: A l l  

0500 JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Flsmt: E6C 

SEARCHES: AS, A$, A5, A7 

I am proceeding on the assumption that the 
Japanese will hold their carriers back until 0500 
to unite with the Atago group before proceeding 
West. Therefore, my search should be centered on 
the A row - finding the Atago group if nothing 
else. 

IJN MOVES: CV Force: At  l 

SEARCHES: C3, C4, C2 

Atago group has joined with main fleet. r am 
now prepared to give battle. The trick now is to 

find him, before he finds me. I am basing my 
search on the premise that he has advanced from 
last known position to attack me. 

0700 JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Flmt: E6A 

SEARCHES: 18,2B,38,48 

SIGHTIMGS: Combined flmt In 82E 

If he is steaming at full speed my search of 
I-4B should find what I hope to be his combined 
fleet. Otherwise, I shall have to be very wary of 
any approach while the position of his carriers is 
unknown. 

IJN MOVES: Combined Fleut: BZE 

SEARCHES' 84. C4. 04 

Continuing to search within 7 squares of my 
position. If his carriers are within sinking range I 
desperately need to find him before he locates 
me. 

0900 JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Flset: E5E 

SEARCHES: C3, CZ, Cl, 83 

SIGHTINGS: Cruigsr in C2G Carrier Flnnt in 83C 

He has again lost sight of me, making my 
chances of launching the first attack exceedingly 
good, after finding his combined fleet in B. It 
should be an easy matter to shadow him untiI I 
can launch a strike because if he alters course 
Westward I'll have gained another turn, and 
thereby another point for holdkg Midway. 

IJN MOVES: Combined Flwat: 83C Yum: C2G 

SEARCHES: 83, C2. 0 2 .  04. 65 

Yura breaks away from main fleet to give extra 
searching capacity. I don't believe him to be too 
close or he would have attacked last turn after 
locating my fleet. Therefore, I am concentrating 

my air search on squares which he would have 
moved into from outside the 7 squares round-trip 
attack range. 

I100 JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Fleet: M I  

SEARCHES: 3C. 2C 

SIGHTINGS: Combined Flaet in C3E. Crulrer in CZI 

I have moved into D4 because he has searched 
it the last two turns, and I doubt he will search it 
a third time. It would probably be wiser to 
shadow his fleet until nightfall but if I can 
manage a strjke from a central square which 
provides a 33% chance of escaping his followup 
search and allows me the possibility of making 
another attack prior to nightfall I will do so. 

IJN MOVES: Combined Fleet: W E  Yura: C21 

SEARCHES: CZ. C3, C5, A4. €4 

I no longer have the faintest idea as to his 
location. His failure to attack me the last 2 turns 
suggests that he is nowhere near me and is hiding 
in a far off corner. Am setting course for 
Midway, leaving Yura out as bait for my oppm 
nent who appears to have a fondness for knock- 
ing off solitary cruisers. 

1300 JUNE 4 
usn A~OVES: Fleet: ME 

SEARCHES: 3 0 . 4 0  

SIGHTIMGS: A c r u i ~  in D3E. Cerrier Force in M A  

OPERATIONS: 5 D8 to 03E. all rnmalning aircraft including 
Mldwav for= to D4A. 

My move to E 4  was prompted by his search of 
that square last turn and the fact that D4 is 
susceptible to a ship search. 1'11 definitely attack 
him this turn barring an unexpected variance in 
his eastward course. I should have at Ieast a 33% 
chance of escaping his 1500 search pattern.. 
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BATTLE NOTES: 5 DB from the Enterprise 

dispatched the Yura at D31 with an automatic 
attack. M y  32 fighter facters overwhelmed his 6 
CAP at 5-1 but still suffered a 6 factor loss when 
the Midway fighters ran out of fuel on their 
return to the carriers. The T2 and D6 from 
Midway assumed the losses taken in the attack. 
The fact that his decks are still, loaded with 
readied AC makes the prospects for this attack 
exceedingly good when coupled with the added 
punch of the Midway planes. My aim: an arnbi- 
tious effort to sink 3 carriers and cripple his 
counterattack capabilities. The chances of sinking 
all 3 carriers are about 30% while the chances of 
getting two are extremely high. Unfortunately, 4 
of the 6 fighters which he lost in the air battle 
were from the Zuiho, thus minimizing his loss in 
fehters. The attack on the Yura was necessary to 
lessen his search capacities next turn, increasing 
my chances of escape 11 %. 

IAN MOVES: Combined Fleet: M A  Yura: D3E 

SEARCHES: D3,04, H4, H5, H6 

OPERATIONS: 6 Flflhtam CAP w M A  

I am putting up 6 fighters CAP over my fleet 
which is the amount of my fighter superiority at 
present. It would be pointless to use more as I 
have no idea when he will attack, as he has 
already passed up three opportunities to do so. 
Until I find him, I wilI reserve my remaining 26 
fighters for my counterattack when it comes. 

BATTLE NOTES: His attack has finally come; 
and from surprisingly dose. I was correct in 
assuming he'd go after Yura. He seems to have a 
penchant for sinking cruisers at no cost. I feel it 
was worth the loss to distract five more of his 
DB from the Hiryu. Zuiho, Soryu, Kumano and 
Yura were lost to his attack - the first two with 
a loss of 25 factors in planes. 

1500 JUNE 4 
WSN MOVES: Fleet: E3H 

SEARCHES: D4, 03 

SIGHTINGS: Task Force in D4C. Bettlemlp in 031 

My northward move, directly in his line of 
approach, hopefully will be unsuspected. I believe 
he will suspect a retreat to Row F which will 
allow me to escape and launch yet another strike 
before nightfall. 

BATTLE NOTES: Having been found, I hate 
to give up plans for another strike today as I 
don't dare to ready aircraft with a strike coming 
in. The Enterprise was doomed due to my 
placement which tried to "cut the corners'' in 
fear of the dreaded Jap torpedo plane. Instead, 
his DB's did the job. The only possibility of 
saving the Enterprise meant taking a chance on 
losing both carriers. I therefore directed my AA 
fue in such a way as to take the maximum losses 
from the Japanese attackers. The Enterprise went 
down with almost a full complement of aircraft. 

IJN MOVES: Task form: WC, Kirishima: D31 

SEARCHES: 04, 03. 05. E5, E3 

SIGHTINGS: F l w  In E3H 

OPERATIONS: All bomben to E3H 

The Kirishima is separated from the main fleet 
for search purposes. I searched the nearby areas 
using a "doublethink" theory. The retreat to 
Row F is too obvious. 

BAIITLE NOTES: Having found the American 
fleet I concentrated my attack on the Enterprise 
and Hornet. If he tries to save the Enterprise he 
may Iose both  

1700 JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Flmt: F3A 

SEARCHES: D3, €3, E4, A4 

SIGHTINGS: Battleship st D3C. crulmr at E3f ,  Tmk Form at 
E4E 

I now have sufficient victory points to with- 
draw From the board and win, assuming I lose 
only a few ships during my eastward retreat. He 
will probably be able to locate me easily from 
here on despite the approach of darkness if he 
guesses my intent. However, he will have to split 
his forces to both pursue me and to take Midway 
which he has already dallied too long in reducing. 
Hopefully, he will continue to send out solitary 
ships for search purposes which will enable me to 
pick up easy points with my now diminished 
airforce. 

IJN MOVES: CV Force: E4E, Kinshim. 03C. Yameto Group 
AZF, Mikuma E3E 

SEARCHES: D3, E3. E4, 04, F3. F4 

SIGHTIRIGS: Fleef in F3A 

Mikuma separates from fleet to increase search 
capacity. Am guaranteed of finding him - un- 
fortunately I have no readied planes and night 
will soon be here allowing him to escape again. 

NIGHT JUNE 4 
USN MOVES: Flaet: F2F 

OPERATIONS: Ready AIC 

IJN MOVES: CV FImt: F4G Klrishirm: EZH Y a m t o  Group: BZE 
Konpo: E31 Suzuys: F 3 G  

SEARCHES: €2. F2, E3. F3 

SIGHTINGS: Flea in F2F 

OPERATIONS: Rendv A/C 

Separated one BB and one cruiser from main 
fleet for night search purposes. 

NIGHT JUNE 5 
USN MOVES: Flea: G2E 

SIGHTINGS: CV F l m  in G3H, BB in F3B 

If he suspects my intentions he will have 2 
more shots at me with aerial attacks. I must be 
ready to pick off something of his as he is sure 
to get at least my crippled ships. 

IJM MOVES: Suzuva: F4C, CV Flmt: F4C. Konflo: FBB. 
Mikuma: F2B, Kirirhirns: EZC, Yamato Grwp: C2A 

SEARCHES: FZ, F3 

The sighting at F2F convinces me that he is 
going to try to get off the board - otherwise he 
would never back himself into a corner as he is 
now doing. 

0500 JUNE S 
ClSN MOVES: Fleet: H1G 

SEARCHES: 1G. 2G. 3G. 3F 

SIGHTINGS: CV Flea: G3H. Kongo: F3B 

OPERATIONS: 6DB. m P ,  all fighters to F38; all r e m i n i m  
b m b r s  to G3H 

BATTLE NOTES: BiIl has made a serious error 
in leaving the battleship in the open. The force I 
have sent guarantees that the Kongo will sink at 
minimum loss to my aircraft - an expensive price 
to pay for an extra search 

There is some question as to whether the 
attack on the Chikuma was worthwhiIe. 6 factors 
lost for I hit on a cruiser does seem extravagant. 
However, I plan to leave the board in 2 turns 
which means there is only one air strike left in 
the game. Planes, not being worth points, have 
little value now except for what they can sink on 
the 0900 turn. Perhaps I can pick off Chikuma 
then. 

Again I made a serious error and did not adjust 
my defense to compensate for the Hornet's 
weakened condition. I t  cost me a carrier and I 
can offer no excuse for such shabby play. His 
attack had a probability of 3.1 hits, when only 3 
were needed. 1 also would have sunk the Atlanta 1 
and seriously threatened the Vincennes. There- 
fore, realizing that the score still left me I point 
ahead and that the surplus planes could land on 
Midway, I opted to give up the carrier in hopes 
of being able to hold my own defensively at 
0900 when he will only be able to hit me with 
16 bomber factors. 

The situation is extremeIy volatile and capable 
of going either way. Doubtless he will find me on 
the 0900 turn and sink at least the Atlanta. I do 
need to deepsix at least one more Jap ship. 
However, my main advantage now is that Midway 
has not, as yet, been reduced. He no longer has 
an effective airforce capable of reducing it in one 
raid. With the 3 battleships he currently has in 
his main fleet heading towards Midway it appears 
that it will be a long task - which should mean 
another 6 or 7 points and a clear margin of 

I 
victory. As a result of attacks this turn the 
Kongo and Hornet were sunk. Additional damage 
was administered to the Chikuma and Vincennes. 

IJN MOVES: CV Fleet: G3H. Kongo: F3B, M~liurne: F2E 
Kirish~ms F1 E, Yamsto Group: C2C 

SEARCHES: F1, F2. F3. G3. H1. H2, H3 

SIGHTIMGS: Flmt: H I G  

OPERATIONS: All aircraft to H1G 

Hosho's aircraft are sent on a one-way mission. 
They assume the losses of the attack. He is 
obviously now trying to get off the board. I must 
hit him with every available plane. 

0700 JUNE 5 
USN MOVES: Fleet: H11 

SEARCHES: 2G, 1G. 3G. 3F 

SIGHTINGS: BB and C A  2GA Tesk For-: G3C 

Be seems to have totally ignored Midway. This 
will cost him any remaining chances he has for 
victory. 

IJN MOVES: CV Fleet: G3C Kirish~ms, Mlkurna GZA, Yamato 
Gmuo: D2B 

SEARCHES: GI. G3. G2, W 1  

SIGHTINGS: Flem in H I 1  

OPERATIONS: R a d v  ell A/C 

I will get one more strike at h l ~ n  in the I Row. 
The game appears lost if he does indeed go off 
the board. * 
0900 JUNE 5 
USN M O V E :  Fleet: 12E 

SEARCHES: 2H. 2E. 3H. 1 H 

SIGHTINGS: Yamsw Gwup EZD. CV Fleet. H2E 

OPERATIONS: All bornbra to E20: all fighter CAP over flest 

BATTLE NOTES: Discovery of Yamato group 
removes all doubt of Midway's status. Now that 
all his ships are accounted for I am positive 
Midway will not fall for many turns after I exit 
the board, insuring me plenty of insurance vic- 
tory points. The game is mine. 

This time I made no mistake in set-up. His 
success in sinking the Atlanta and Vincennes was 
due primarily to good fortune. I, on the other 
hand, sent a11 remaining bombers to EZA on a 
one-way mission. With my limited bomber 
strength an attack on his carrier force would be 
hopeless. I could only inflict a few meaningless 
hits on outlying cruisers. This is my last turn on 
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I 
the board, I must get points now. Despite the 
three battleships, he has limited AA power to 
deal with a dispersed attack coming from many 
directions; a possibility thanks to my remaining 3 
torpedo planes. I have a good chance of sinking 
both the Hosho and Sendai which are worth 6 
points. To save them, he would have to sacrifice 
a battleship worth far more. The loss of the 
planes is of no concern. They can no longer do 

me any good. 
IJN MOVES: CV Fleet: HZ€. Yarnlno Gmup: E2D. Kirishims & 
Mikuma: GZF 

SEARCHES: G2. H2, 11. 12. H1 

SIGHTIMGS: Flmt in IZE 

OPERATIONS: All AIC to IZE e x w t  3 fi&twars to CAP at  HZE. 

I do not care about loss of planes at this point. 

1. must sink ships, preferably the Yorktown, but 

THE GENERAL 
if that is unfeasible at least the two crippled 
cruisers. 

At this point the game was virtually over. The 
American left the board ahead 14 points. It 
wodd be the 1900 turn before any ships reached 
Midway. Combined bombardment and bombing 
did not reduce Midway until 0700 of June 6th. 
The island fell to the Japanese at 1500, June 6th 
- giving both players 15 points for Midway. 
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Dunnigan prefers the term "idiocy" for the 

strategic mistakes of the Allies during the cam- 
paign. Although that is perhaps too strong a 
term, let it stand; but what would have happened 
if there had been no "idiocy" factors? As Liddell 
Hart points out, the advance through the Ar- 
dennes wuld easily have been halted; and he, at 
least, was convinced not only in 1941 but at the 
end of his life that the defense could have 
dominated had it been properly conceived. If he 
was right, then 1940 is a bad simulation of 
warfare of the time, and a number of rules 
changes are needed - but if they are made, the 
game may be no fun at all. I f  that's the cost of 
more accurate simulation, Dunnigan and A-H 
made the proper decision. 1940 Is too good a 
game to be ruined by quickie efforts at simula- 
tion. 

However, if we rnnce.de that the game as 
published is an accurate simulation - a conces- 
sion I do not make, but grant for the following 
discussion - then there is one glaring ommission. 
Although 1940 has an admirable list of "what 
ifs" including likely possibilities and some intrigu- 
ing improbable$, for some inexplicable reason it 
leaves out the most WEely of all: British develop 
rnent of mobile tank and mechanized anti-tank 
forces. 

On May 28, 1937, LesIie Hore-Belisha became 
British Secretary of State for War, and i m  
mediately invited Capt. Basil Henry Liddell Hart, 
then Military Correspondent for the London 

to became his pewnat advkr .  The story 
is told in all its tragic detail in Volume I1 of 
Liddell Hart's Memoirs: the upshot was that very 
few of Liddell Hart's ideas were actually incorpo- 
rated into the British military system. 

Suppose, however, that they were: that his 
"Role of the Army" paper prepared on Hore- 
Belisha's appointment became, as it very nearIy 
did, the offiEial policy of the Imperial General 
Staff. Britain would have entered the war with 
several armored divisions instead of only one; and 
most of her infantry u ~ t s  would have k e n  truly 
"mechanized" in that they would have had not 
only the motor equipment, (thay had that any- 
way) but the appropriate tactical doctrines. 

Suppose, in other words, that we play the 
game with the "historical" orders of battle, but 
the British have three "5-8" armored divisions 
instead of their &8 infantry corps, while the rest 
of the British forces can use the "mechanized" 
rules. Other alternatives are possible, including 
combinations in which Allied air doctrines are 
better devekoped, more or fewer British armored 
and mechanized units are introduced, etc. This 
seems in my judgment to be a far more likely 
situation than one in which the Maginot Line was 
not built, so that the French had many more 
mobile forces Why it was not included in the 
"what-if s" of 1940 is a mystery to me. 

Actually, the mystery is probably of my own 
making. Dunnigan has always been much stronger 
on game design than historical research, (although 
his research into rnilititry technolorn and the 
nitty-gritty of weapons systems capabilities has 
few peers). There are ample clues that 1940 
suffers from the customary biases of its designers. 
For example: on German Order of Battle Alterna- 
tive No. I there is the following comment: 'IThis 
a m m a  that there was no German invasion of 
Denmark and Noway in the Spring of 1940. It 
also assumes that the British did not hcome  
tempted to invade Norway themselves (a possi- 
bility which seems to have exited primarily in 
German minds)." 

Now, wen the most cursory examination of 
the history of 1940 reveals that the British were 
not merely tempted, but actually did invade 
Norway, not in reaction to a German move, but 
on their own hook. The only controversy remain- 
ing is just how far the British were prepared to 
go. 

It is true enough that German Admirals were 
convicted at h e m b u r g  of "waging aggressive 
war" for planning the invasion of Norway; but 
the rules of the trial prohibited their calling 
British officers to testify about the British plans 
for the same thing, and documents later released 
make it quite plain that both sides were guilty. 

For an unimpeachable source, see Lord Hankey 
(formerly Sir Morris Hankey, Secretary to the 
War Cabinet) Politics. Trials, and Errors Oxford, 
1950 p. 78. Lord Hankey approved of Churchill's 
"prescience," in planning a pre-emptive invasion, 
and notes that the British actually mined Nor- 
wegian waters 24 hours before the Germans 
landed, white British troops were on their way 
even as the Germans came ashore. 

A more popular source is Laurence Thompson, 
1940 New York: Wrn. Morrow, 1966. On pp. 
5 1-52 Thompson describes the Altmmk incident: 
the AItmrk,  supply ship to the Graf Spee, 
escaped to Norway and took refuge in a fiord, 
but was driven aground in neutral waters and 
there boarded by HMS destroyer Cossack. When 
the British sailors came aboard they asked the 
prisoners "Any English here"? and when being 
told there were, coined a popular cry: "Well, the 
Navy's here"! This early British vioIation of 
Norwegian neutrality was praised by Churchill. 

Thompson shows that Churchill planned the 
invasion not only of Norway, but of Sweden as 
well, but his plans "met with resistance inside the 
War Cabinet, some members of which believed 
themselves to be fighting for the rights of small 
nations such as Norway . . . finally the War Cab 
inet reluctantly agreed to Iand m expeditionary 
force for Finland in Norway, if necessary in the 
face of armed Norwegian resistance . . . 

"[Field Marshal11 lmnside has left us a rnernor- 
able picture of these decent peace-Ioving men 
steeling themselves to bloody resolution: Halifax 
recohng from the shedding of innocent Nor- 
wegian blood, Chamberlain inquiring what effects 
an 8 inch shell would have on a troop transport, 
then advancing an opinion that he was prepared 
to risk a 4 inch shell but not an 8 inch. The 
Cabinet was saved from such horrors by the 
Finns, who on the night of the final decision to 
for= a landing in Norway announced that they 
had accepted Russian terms." 

Churchill, however, was not interested so much 
in Finland as in the Swedish iron mines at 
Galivare. He continued to press for occupation of 
Norwegian ports and mining of Norwegian waters; 
and the result was that the British and German 
invasions took place, by coincidence, almost 
simultaneously, the Germans being so successful 
that Chamberlain was forced to resign. 

The irony is that Churchill, who had precipi- 
tated the Norwegian disaster, became Prime 
Minister after Chamberlain's fall. It is even more 
ironic that he would not have got that post if 
Hitler's successful invasion of France hadn't hap- 
pened when it did. Chamberlain and the King did 
not care for Churchill and preferred Halifax, who 
declined; and if the crisis had lasted much longer 
Lloyd George would probably have been recalled 
as Prime Minister. Guderian's slash into France 
created such a crisis that a Prime Minister was 
needed immediately, and Churchill got the office 

almost by default. 
The Norway incident is not very important; 

but I have labored the point because it is 
illustrative of the kind of serious defects often 
found in Dunnigan designed games. While he is  
wry strong on military technology, he is weak on 
the broader pictures, both military and political; 
unfortunately, they tend to make as many un- 
qualified statements about the one as the other, 
and the unwary reader, impressed with their 
technology scholarship, is tempted to put more 
faith in their other judgments than is always 
deserved. 

The Campaign of 1940 has received a great 
deal of analysis, and deserves more. My own 
suspicion is that it defies simulation: that is, that 
no mere game which realistically incorporates the 
capabilities of the forces of the time will produce 
the results actually obtained in battle. The real 
question, though, is this: has the A-H game been 
successfui in the sirnuhtion of 1940 equipment 
and forces? 

The campaign analysis suggests that the Schlief- 
fen Plan which Plan D was designed to counter 
may have been superior to the Mannstein Plan 
actually adopted by Hitler. The argument runs 
thus: had the German forces chewed into Bel- 
gium and pushed the Allies south, there would 
have been no escape at Dunkiik. 

This point requires more analysis than I can 
give here. However, it is appropdate to quote 
from the memoirs of the one man most respon- 
sible for the Biitzkrieg of 1940. Both Guderian 
and Mannstein acknowledge their indebtednes to 
Liddell Hart, Guderian going so far as to describe 
himself as "disciple and pupil" to the British 
newsman-theorist. 

Liddell Hart (MEMOIRS, Volume 11) says of 
the campaign: 

'The d l -  of the Wen in 1940 *re# 8 w u M a k i n g  diamr 
which Fhsnged the cwrpe of hlawy for the mmm. Yst n m r  wrrs a 
mt dioaptsr mom ptwembls. 

"The panzor fw-' thrust cmld h m  b a n  stwpsd Ions bsfore 
d i n g  ths Channel ty s mesntrapd cwnter+t& wiih sirnilsr 
hrcer But tlm F d ,  thou(* having more and bsW tank thm 
ma enemy, had them m n g  out in amell p e E b t r  In ths 1918w. 
Ths one BritiPh armwed division availabls was not Cbopaahsd to 
Frwes until sftor the Gsrrrmn offenoh was launhod . . . " 

"Ths &run could hewn ban stepped sarllsr, on the M r s .  lf ths 
F m h  hsd not r u h d  inm Belgium lsaviw thair hi* m 
w d  . . .6ucbrisdr Psruer Corps. ~ ~ a ~ h i i g  t h  r h r  whr on MW 
13, stwmsd ths moaings that sxm afternoon (the f a r r h  dw). A 
'tank-time' paw of actlon bowl& over en outofdste 'slow motion. 

"But this 81IWrhw pzm rraa only porible bwre the Allled 
U n  had not thn mw m h n w e  8nd so did not knovv h w  
m cwnmr it. The thrust muld h m  bepn s w  before it sver 
m h e d  rhe Msum.. .by rrimfisldr Iorl the aimle exmdlmt of 
falline trees along ths forna r d  whih led to the Meuse. The lots 
of time rmuld haw bssn fatal m ths Germen ~hancer for the 1- 
tu r rd  en ths tirra facarr." 

Of the Mannstein pkn, Liddell Hart says its 
adoption "changed the whole outlook of the 
war." 

"FM the old plan, ~Hth  +ha mein advenm galw thmwh +ha 
m n a l - l i d  e m  of csntral 8slgium. would in  fact haM I d  to s 
h s h n  eollbim with mu ban part of the F r a m b i t l *  form.  snd 
to mruld mobahly hsvs snded in feilure - shakiw HitIda 
prsrtias." 

In fact, the 1940 campaign illustrates a tirne- 
honored principle: the line of least expectation, 
particularly one considered A impassable, is often 
better than a frontal assault. We generally only 
hear of this when it works, of course: the 1940 
notes call the Allies stupid and idiotic for not 
w l i i  that the Ardsmes was passable by 
armor, but we should have just as quickly called 
the Germans stupid if their attack had been 
bogged down there. In 300 BC Pyrrhus the Red 
King was told that a night march in forest by a 

Con tiflued on page I 2  
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[n Contest Number 5.3 the objective is "inow 

md attack i l l  a decisive tushion thut affords tlre 
best opportllnity or cdpturii~g Tobn~ch  &lore the 
B r i t f l ~  June reinforcelnents arriw." However a 
liberal mwrpretation of the situation gives the 
Cerlndn phycr il 1 W I  chance of  g a i n i ~ ~  Tobrucll 
in tlre required amount of time. Tlhc contest 
states t l ~ t  CARPATHIAN is o i l  tile coast road 
moving Fmln HB to Tobruch, however no p o i -  
tion is gk tn  Tor the unit. I assumed that the unlt 
Id ]lot yet madlad the $101' OMAR - SALUM 
ma, such thut 2115 is able with the ROMMEL 
banus to rcach the coast road at 134, and movc 
k k  westerly toward 4117 and 41/11 in to  H27. 
nllr elrm,netrr these two Allicd units (threc to 
me surrounded) aitd with 211S'!. advance into 
127 heals Tobnbch o f f  with ii~terlocking =is 
ZOC's. Bwause 9A/10 1s also being attack& at 
3 1  nnsurrounded aihd retmated to HIS and than 
to 125. Witli 15133 ut K?b. 9Al2O and 213 are 
alm eliminated on the allled turn when they are 
forced to attack 1518 st 1-3 odds with no legal 
r e h t  path open to them. 

The way I have analyxd the situation wxll 
always rcsult i l l  the Asis player capturillg To- 
bnwli However. assuming that CARPATHIAN is 
h l d i n g  thc ~ m s t  roud at S[DI' OMAR and 
SALUM. 3-1 attacks n~a in i t  4117. 4111 1 and 
9Ap0 with retrcal uway r m ~ n  Tobrudi and 
advances by ?l/S and 1518 wi l l  always result i n  
me attainlnent o f  Tobruch, though wit11 less 
material gain due to a l l i d  el irni~~at~on. 
I think that hn view o f  the b c t  twit  Tobruch 

can be gained by a nunhbcr o l  difterent a p  
pmaclrc* the objectives o f  the contest should 
have spccilied clarer tacl iwl rcst~lts than those 
given. The rcs1~1t 01 "the best opportunity of 
capturing Tobrucl~ lx iore  British June reinforce 
ments arrive.", leavcs a numbzr of sol~ltrolis t h ~ t  
thc Axjs player l n i y  use. However if tbc ob- 
jectives had Ixcn more specific. ~;olutiona can be 
rompxed acainst each other tbr maximizstio~l of 
tht objcctlves. Objectlver such a%: 

L l  rninimuc Axia losses 
2 )  maximize Allied loma 
3) ~ornbuhatlon of I and 2 
4) minimize sl~pply ubcs 

would help to detine the best rea~lt,  that results 
in rapturing Tobmch. Without spwlfic objectives. 
all solutions become Feasible due to individual 
interpretatioi~s of the Ax$ game stratepy. Ef- 
lectivc arguments ~ A I I  detend individual game 
rtrategy. soc l~  that i t  beuomcs 1rnT;llr to say whicli 
nolutioi~ is LLth~'l correct on? lor  tllc cnnteat. I n  
his particular situation. 8 u f  9 l ; ldu~s lor  the 
Allies can be effeclivcly eliniwnutcd droullrl To- 
bruch. I would assume that most w lu r i o~ i r  would 
maximize Alllcd loises and mii~imize Axb lossrr. 

.md this is how I aaw it. However, more specific 

I objectives would make the conlest inorc mta* 
iagful 

Edward Patrick. Ir.  
Box 665 
5 Nash Rd. 
West Acton. MA  01720 

Dear Avalon Hill. 
[ am totally impressed b y  the repohlication of 

.the old Tictics 11. In  a tilnewhenprims are going I 
h i m a r  i t  is cornlortiig to know that AH is 
ghivmg jlew people a clvdnce to get a p m c  l o r  the 
long-gone privc. Some people Ir;lve mitdemned 
AH for tlhe quality o f  the Gcncral. They don't 
stop to think that A H  gives them a chance to 
ndvertise free, put i n  their twucents like me. and 
get a cl~unce to wtn games i n  the contest& And 
kt us not w e r l w k  the ?SF coupon. whlcll is I M y  to l lwe I figured i t  out and i n  the y e w  
Ik laken the Grneral. I have come out with a 
profit from the coupons and some contest vl- 

.1urics. 
A d  even morc bargains, wlth eveiy new 

ahaript ion a person b r i i w  in, he or she gets a 
Irw year subscriplion. Whut other pnming mi 

.can offw such a good dm1 without raising prices? I And let AH'S detractors think ubout this. AH 
could easily sell the Tactics I1 @me for the 
average pr iw and not lm a cent ill the process 
But it seei~~s I am ovcrlooklry tlte iect that if 
more wargarners are introduced to the hobby, A H  
w d l  make more money. But I cmn't overlook the 
tact that i n  the proccs; AH sure L? helprng a lo t  I of wargamrs to eaoy the hobby 

I Robert Olirnskl 
38W Quill Court 
El Faso. Terns 79904 

Letters to t he  E d i t o r  ... 
/ 

Gcntletnc~l, 
It was with great interest when I read Pl~ i l l ip  

Costa in i 'a  suggestion i n  the General, Vol. 9. No. 
b sumsting n method to determine the Allied 
order o f  battle using die ro l l  outcames for France 
1940. Indeed. Mr. Costag@ni has found u wuy to 
produrn a die rol l  within the raihge of  I and 11 
correspondiig to the various Allied orders o f  
battle. However. I \rmould like to point oat that 
Mr. Costaggioi's inethod does  not pmduce equal 
p tohb i l i ty  fur the occurrence of the I I numbers. 
As pointed out  in thc appendix, out o f  216 cams. 
only I instnntx occurs whereir the Prench 
gncrs l  gcts to play ulkrnativc I I ,  and in oihly 1 
out  o f  10 cases wil l  the French obtaln a strength 
rating o f  less than 80 1i.e ordcrs 8. 0. 10 and I I )  
whlle one third o f  the tlme the Germiui wi l l  have 
less than SO strcngth w i n l s  (i.c. orders 5 and 6). 
Thus, while Mr. Costa&in~'s Suggestion may be 
welconhed by thc French player. the German 
plnycr m y  not be as enthusiastic about it. To k 
Fair t o  the Gernlan player and reiterating my 
original klitl that ally o i  thc eleven French 
orders o f  bnttle is equelly probable. a slmple 
metliod nmy be dwised: 
Thmw two dice arid determine tlle krench 

order as follows: 
DIE I 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

x - indicates throw both d im again. 

If M r  Coutappini disagrees with the eqoal- 
probability hypothesis (despite the u% ot the 
l~andrcappcd optio~hl, this simplified method can 
still lx applied by varying the number of occur 
rences OF each order. 

Pettr Hnu 
I S M  B l w r  St. E No. 35 
Mis~ issaw.  Ontario 

Gentlemen: 

I f  you think tlhat Inalllt.xnmg a wile and an 
interest i n  Avalon Hi l l  wslwming is difficult, try 
=lliilg AH ~ m e s  for a living After nine moi~ths 
o f  owning u hobby shop I have decided that 
marketiirg an uitknowli ( i l l  this town) product is 
detillireb Inure dil'ficult. 

Or corlrx. .'-v~l~,u Hi l l  games are not the only 
things we scll. Bul I asat~nled since 1 huue such an 
overpowering pasion for AH, others naturally 
would ulw. Altd I expectcd to sell out of our AH 
invelhmry wlthin houn o f  opening. 

I t  dld  not quite bappzn that way. 'some 
problcms were lmmedlately evldent. First. O la th  
esns b d  gotten along very well without a hobby 
shop for ycsrs and were apparently determined t o  
keep ~t that wily. Second, most o f  thc huylng 
public i n  Olathc had nwer  hand of Aealon Hill. 
But I thought thal fair - Avalon Hi l l  had ncvcr 
heard o f  Olathe. 

However. I was determined to rock the collcc- 
tive cons~iousness of the consumers by promoting 
wargaming to every customer who walked 
through the door. 

.'Wnnt to buy a war game7" I'd cry. 
Most flushed a peace sign and walkrd oul. 
I t  went on like that lo r  w e r a l  months. 
The situation has imprwcd a b ~ t  since then. 

but. to datr, I havt not actually discovered a 
sum-fire way o f  d i n g  war games I do, howcvcr. 
hove a few modest suggestions which Thomas 
Shaw m y  evtn want tu try. 

When thc customer bnys hc bas never heard OF 
Avalon Hill, attcmgt to shame him into making 
the purchane. 1 Ihavc lound that if you shout $0 

the back room. "Hey, here's an idiot who never 
bcsrd o f  Avalon Hill." yon ull u S U ~ I ~ Y  expect 
some sort of reactlan from thc Customer 

I f  the customer shows a slight inkrest, e x t d  
the virtues and advautagw i n  plsyllhg an Avalon 
Hi l l  game mer  some other conventional p n l r ,  as 
for example chers 

"Once you play this game you'll never pky  
another p m e  o r  chess." 

'.I don't k ~ ~ o w  how to play ches." he might 
=Y - 

"Hcy! Here's a11 idiot who nwer  played 
chos!" 

IF. after that, bls micrest collttnueq attempt to 
g v e  h lm  tho impr ts ion tllut i f  Ihe buys, Ihe is 
gett i iu ;l spacial price Say Tomething Ilke: 
"Normally this gamc is 59.98. but For you. only 
ten dollars." 

And tinal[y, always &lore sucll dcnhands as. "I 
want my  moihey hack." 

R u w l l  E. Saltaman 
Post OfFjce Box 141 
Olathe. Kuiheas 66M 1 

*Sorry Rusuell, you).? u Iirtlt law Turn Sliaw 
hu,! been i u i ~ f p  t11@ 9n1lt.e Mcrlcs for 7 YWL 

Dear A.H.: 
I am writing to tell you that Origins h i s  to be 

the besr, yes best, game that has ever h e n  put 011 
thc linc. Want to know how meat it is? My  old high 
=.cllwl civics teacher ordered two o i  them For hcr 
class to aid i n  instruction about political maneuver- 
ing i l l  the world. It 1s the best. Conpatulalrons. 

I would :,I% l ike t o  reply to W. B. Seanght's 
"Urnls before 1942" I f  you don't want to 

go tu  ;,I1 rllu trouble t o  mnke new units, etc, t ry  
this suggestion. Simply double the Movement timc. 
Each move would be e half-month. Most other 
A H  pnies run 40-50 turns, but Stnlinpad only 
runs 26. This 1s quite ridjculous. This is borne out 
by the fact that a unit  o f  Mansteii~b corps drove to 
Daugavpilo In a l i t t le o v a  a week But w the iules. 

Dear Slr: 
CHANCELLORSVILLL moy have had itsshort- 

c o m i w  as il pme,  but its demise left a void in 
silnulaiion gaming that to my knowledge remains 
unfilltd. I t  d u l l  with the problem of an opposed 
river cmsglng operetion, t o  bc uucumplished with 
assault boats and pon twn  bridges. Thu is quite a 
standwd and important operation. not ea i ly  
understood, so a ganw on that subject mlght be 
worth oome thought (eithcr set i n  Rosnia or wain 
at Clhanccllorwifle). 

The real value of SYALINGRAD r e m s  to mc 
often overlooked In  aH t h t  excitement It simulates 
tlrc problcrn o f  necedty  o f  lightnrng victory when 
at war against a country of vastly suprior te- 
s o m ~ s :  thls is wI1.v what the game is all about, 
but it's a quite abstract idea when you thtnk about 
i t .  Thegame makes i t  ul l  veery concrete. 

I 'm ratlher wary a h u t  the currant trend toward 
illmasingly "mcchanicd" wargames, i n  which thc 
situation dictates the nhwe and l i t t le or no 
judsment  is  required. Thest pmes mre dcfinitsly 
valuable and have their place, but they atm have 
their limits. Thus. PANZERBLITZ was vcry valu- 
able in teaching weapons ~hterrehtionships and 
smal[ unrt tactics. Howtvcr, on- you've inastered 
thee, ~t kcomes rather like a did6 rule - it is 
useful io  working out whether a par t iwhr  military 
operation would be feasible. But  there's no nccd to 
"think out" the individual moves - you just set up 
the problem and work out the anwcr. 

A10118 the mine line4 FRANCE.'40 war worth 
the ~~~~~~~e price for thc Idiot's Game alone 
Also, for the I i t  tinhe, tlic "lnecbmized after 
movc" hclped Ine to iral l j  understand thc b[itz- 
krieg breaktllrougt~ - and why. for example. the 
Cbincsc were not able to explolt non-mechanized 
breakthroughs i n  Korea. But beyond thrs, as a 
@me. i t  quickly becomes awfully mechanical - 
one tend$ to feel morc l ike an office clerk than a 
military commander 

youcan barely get there i n  one month. mi rult ,  I Again. I both tllcw as cxtremcly 
believe, wi l l  perredly balance thisgreat game. unluible. but it shopld be recognued that thelr 

valuc la o f  a vcry limited aiid specialized sort. 
Bi l l  Fisl~er 

Mnrk Saha 

...............................*.. """..-....--.--.--...-.... h.* .................. .... ................ .. ...... -...* ........ . 
CONTEST NOa 56 IS4 

RICHTHOFEN'S REVENGE 

This Ispus's contest picks UP ~n the middle of a 
f r ee - f o rm  Twrnamnnt-level ba l [wn busting 
smwr lo  of RICHTHOFEN'S WAR. Shown i n  the 
diagmm is a typical dsfmre of four A& units and 
four MG units protecting s German obarvation 
balloon which is st an altitude of 400 meters As 
h e  British oirot flvins a BrlnolIf2b. vou must 

- - -  - -  
dstsrminnd at the dlsret ion o f  the entram 
Initial atarcing hex may be off  ths diagram po 
l o w  as distance fm first hex of diagram is 
indicstad. Judges wil l  give mngidsration t o  injtlal 
starting hex as porslble polmt o f  the (hypotheti. 
call previous mrn's fire position. Naatnss mun t r l  
An illngibln or arnblguous entry wi l l  be innali- 
d m d .  Contest deadline is August 20. 1173. . . 

initiam a Giec of two mouement.and.fjrs turns TO ~ ~ P I Y  t o  the conteat, f i l l  out the conten 

thst MAXIMIZE th. possible darnwe to the e"rY on h e  R d e r  Reponre W e :  00 
balloon and MINIMIZE the pw ib~e  daman from NOT cut out  this sedion of your magazine. ~t i r  

the anti-aircrstt &fens- AND the possible de. intended as a permanent rscord of the wntest for 

snuction In the event of spontaneous ignition of Y W  " ksep. lndleate movement by drawing a 

the ba l lwn (HINT: xaeptahle pswntage = 33% Ilne On the contest 

overall for wntannous Ignitlonl. Both  the bsl- 
loon and t h e  aircraft have raven aceumulatsd 
damage boxes flllnd. 

lndlcate the path o f  the BRtf2b and the hexa 
from which i t  fires on the dlwrem. and f i l l  out  
the &art a5 lnd ics td  with the pertinnnt informa- l I I I  I I 
tion. Initial mr t in f l  Mx. spesd, and altitude are m d  - SmAnl *LT. - 



THE GENERM 

WER BUYER'S GUIDE. 

TIW: STALINGRRAD SblHr: Corps level invasion o f  Russia,t941 $1.00 
STALINGRAO was the first of the "clasicd' game's components r u m r  only i n  mmparlson ta 

'ta po under the scrutiny of the RBG. As such, the mapboard of a F rmm'40  11.75). 
we awaited the tabulatim of  your b l l o t s  with 
-ider&je ~h~ rmlts - not par. 'Grd  alno & negative m d s  for ratlngs in 

titularly aurpriring; a w i n g  pretry t o  what " play balance and -him msgorien. Her=. the 

w h d  mvisioned. degree of the ratlng is rueh tht thsm would be 

Rsoordr usn set for hne ratings in th. tvm for armern it for the mi-- 
cateaork mat -,,, fw he - C E ~  urnup: tiOn that rum rampant M this title. Ever since 

"Eare of  Undwnanding" and "Cornpleteners of Cme came people mlaiMd that a 
R ~ ~ M  both of which fared mtremely well with mmpetnnt Russian w u l d  not  b e .  H-er, 

2.07 and 2.52 ratings It is thsse same tralts ="One wag playing the gams wroyl 

with he conwnient playing tirne T ~ E  "les quite plainly call for e d n g e  at 

srand me in glch wd bnXmg p~aw6 -k fators, m e t h i n g  mi& almost everybody 
who are commition o rh~.  TW mree fa<* i a m d  for v-rs. Given exchn~p at 

are what make STALINGRAD a gam. fim, and a factors a* thu - 
-d. playing lime is a com-dsrstion ~ p f i o n  game 4% evenly mehedl I n  fat, many 

of  a game's makeup that many dssignnrs more. expns rwear ~ * chances 

Our mdies have shown thut the auw- war- wnditions, 

gamer wans M play Contens which am longer  he overall value rating of 3.04 snd the 
t h ~ n  mmentional Wmes Of chanoer Vet tend to cumulative =re of a44 are both very creditable 
shy awav from mrathcn umkiW which c b m i s i i c s  o f  this graddaddy of the Avulon 
can't be brought t o  s conclusion i n  one setting. ~;ll w i t ~  the ,,,isoonasptions on plw 

balarm STALlAlGRAD m w l d  havs fared vsry 

Euuythina didn't come ~lp r o e s  howwer. indeed. 
Your feedback shm that i f  a n y t h i w  t h  book- 
w e  format has spoilad you i n  rrgards t o  whW 1. mpi#l 
you expact t o  remiw in  a gams. The old style f. napbaa 
maphard gsphics which did the jcb so well no 3- collpn 
lwger appear t o  suit your fancv i f  one is to 
believe h a  poor r a t i w  which set the  negative fPSC 
records for  the RBG i n  the Phyrieal clualay. 5- CIBP~~~MS 11 RuIH. . 

M a m r d ,  and Cornmams cateewim The 6. r h  &lyl~ 
&aem of  such nioeties as dic* battle manuals h 1. ldjf 
the old pmes w be pa-? of the -n why. 
Hewwer, it should Bs pointed out that ths ' EMite 

ratlnsp i n  the rg are Ri l l  srcsllent testimonials to !. Ouwall Value . . . . ,,3.04 
t h e  phvpiesl quality or Avalen HIII games. TIM 10. fiawe length. . . . . .. . 3 hr.,'20 min. 

OOPS! 

Q. I n  Vol. 7. No. 2 of the GENERAL you state 
that allied rt inforccmmls may land on a coastal 
quare in the zone 01 control of a German unit. 
la  this o ~ r m t ?  
A. No. The AUim musl hold the Coast square 
f l ~  of  German zones o f  mntml. 

Q. In  the l ad  issue you gnvc contradictory 
rulings in Bulge on the question o f  advance alter 
combat. Which is c o m l ?  
k The ambiguity i n  thc mles rewrding rclraats 
and advamcs In  automatic *tuntion$ chw ld  be 
recnnciled by using the teumamcnt CRT advancc 
m l ~ .  Tht contrary fuling i n  the appendix 01 the 
Battle Manual should be b o r e d .  

MIDWAY 

Q. May shipa leave the se;lrcll board? 
A. "Yea but once they do, they may not 
 turn." This r u l im  has avvmrcd before i n  the 
GENERAL. We now ameG it as lollours - The 
American mav not withdraw anv v e w l  u n t ~ t  hrs 
fleet has been attacked and he has miled West o r  
Midway. 

D-D AY 
Q. I n  PBM when a !6 A ELIM is wlled for what 
happens t o  the r e m a i ~ n y  hall? 
A. Thc =wiving attackers stand fast and thc 
delendw i n  his turn musl cither counternt!ack or 
withdraw, awrm iw  that the mmhnl did not tnkc 
place a c m s  r river linc. 

Q. I f  the Allies arc wipcd out In their k t  turn 
invasion, do the Germans get t o  makc moves in  
the interim b c t w ~ n  tlw next invasion? 
A. Yes 

A.K. 

Q. Units nlay move from a plain gquare to a 
madlescarpn~ent q u a r t  and use tho road bonus 
in the same move However, may the samc unit 
then m w c  olT thc m d l e ~ a r p m c n t  quar t  i n  the 
same turn? 
A. No. Unils may eithcr enter or leave a mad1 
cscarplnent square without penally but thcy may 
not do b l h  i n  thc samt lum. 

Q. May 1 u% my advnncc after combat to 
mmvund the unir 1 just attacked? 
A I n  sow cases but remember that advances 
and retreats are simultaneous - you can't move 
an attacking unit to block the retrcat mute o r  a 
unit  you have just attacked kfort i t  gets a 
chance to retrcat. 

LUFTWAFPE 

Q. Who actually c h m s  the cities to be de- 
stroyed or rebuilt m the case er a penalty for 
planes runn iw out o f  fuel' 
A. T k  opposing phyer always has thc option o f  
selection. 

Q. What happens when 20 factors or P47's attsck 
2 ME262'9 I MEIOS's, and 10 JUSB's whcn thc 
dic rolls arc 5. 4. 3 and B? 
A. Firs? of all, only one die roll is required - the 
first one. Thua a die rol l  of 5 would qua1 2 
tsublracting 3 because o f  thc wperior E rating o f  
&e 2611. A "2" for 20 P47's remits i n  a IDS of 
6 plancs - both the ME262's. both MElOYs, and 
two of the JU88's A group o t  tyhters of  the 
umc type may fire only once - against the bcst 
opposing fighters - any overkill a taken from the 
deicnder. 

Q. What happens when 10 ME262'r and 20 
ME109's without tanks attack 10 tankler P-51's. 
6 P-47's with tanks, and 20 017's with die rolls 
or 5, 6 and 3? 
h The 10 ME 26a's mccting t l ~ e  best vs. best 
requirement would attack thc 10 P-51's with a 
die rol l  o f  "5." getting 8 of t l ~ e  P-51's. As the 
best Arncrican fighters (P-51's) m still not 
el iminatd the ME 109's musf attack thcm. The 
second die rol l  o r  6 is adjustcd downwards ? due 
to the d i f f m n ~  i n  E r a t j n p  Thw a "4" lo r  tht 
'20 attacking ME 109's eliminates 10 more Ameri- 
can Tam: the two remaining P5 I'a all 6 
P-47's, and 2 8-17's Since bombcr loeea ac- 
curred, the Americans do get the benefit o f  
defcnsive fue - 20 B17's with a die rol l  of "3" 
thus shoot down 4 ME109's. 

Q. Which is considered lhc Ix t ter  p l am for 
meeting "Best us. Best" requuemenfs - a P-47 or 
a Spitfire? 
k P-47'6. 

READERS RESPONSE 
The quepriom posed below am m n t  in be a p n r m m n t  pa of your r n m i n e .  Thwe is m need t o  

remwe this &lorn from ths rest of the iswe. Elsewhere within ths magmine y o v l l  f lnd the Reedefs 
Respanre page. Among other things, i t  has a mction wucially constructed for your snswers, Wm ruggsn 
you tear out  the Reader Responr page po that you can hold It parallel t o  the quegtions below while 
writing out your answers. Detailed lnstructlons on how t o  fill it out  can be found on your an- card. 

SECTION I 11 On the 8#r&e, hwr many of y w r  p h  
gam?a are phyed M a ratisfacww mnclusion?, 

Nams and ram tho b e t  three articles i n  this 12. If nvalon hill maor a nat-ml 
i-ue, giving w r  top choice a 1, a 2, cornention in ~ ~ l t l ~ ~ ~  with -al hudred 
etc. dollars i n  tournament orizes. tours of  the AH 

4. On a rcale of  1-10 how w w l d  you rate 
this iswe7 - 

5. War this your f l rr t  i m e l  - 
8. How rneny years have y w  s u b i b e d  t o  

the GENERAL7 - 
7. Would vou rapubwibe on the basis of this 

i m n 7  - 
8. Was this i w e  betrnr man the la om?- 
9. Are wu taltina edvmtaae of  the two for  

one 8ubwiption h l  to m m & d  the magazine 
t o  your friends? 

SECTION !I 

1. Your age i n  v w r .  - 
2. Your education i n  years - e 10 wmld 

$ M i r y  lW grad8 educat i i ,  a 1 6  a four year 
C O l h T d s g ~ .  - 

3. How m n y  y w m  have you been ective i n  
wsrgamlng7 - 

4. Haw msny Avnlon Hill gamsr do YOU 

personally Own?- 

5. Do you feud the Opponents Wanted Pspe? 

. . 
facllltiar, and twa ywrs of advanced publicity 
wwld yw make sn ef fwt  m mme? 

0 Definitely 
0 Perbps 
0 NO 

13. I f  w. how much money would ym be 
wilr irq t o  spend for  e m a m  fees and sleeping 
aoeemmodations? 

0 % 1 5  
0 $26 
Of35 

14. If inter- i n  wch a convation, what 
type of p r i ze  w l d  y w  want ta compsfs for? 

0 =h 
0 trophy 
0 free games 

15. I n  what month would i t  be most m m  
venient f w  you t o  attend such a convention. 

0 N w n r t b r  
0 December 
OJanuary 
OMav 
OJune 
O J U ~ Y  
OAuaust 
OaprembW 
O o c e r  

6. Have y w  ever w t t en  an opponent through SECTION I ~ I  - - - . . - . . . . . 
th o w o n a r a  wmtd Pase7- 

Place an X next t o  all game mb]ects which 
You to find On the OPP vou &finitslv would nor ourcham wsre i t ur 

nmntr Wanted Page? 
- .  

c o w  out ar tho next Avalon Hi l l  s m .  
0 PBM oppomnm 0 club listings 
0 FTF opponents 0 tournamants 
0 old dlvantinued 0 other ( s w i f y l  

gamer 

13. How m y  tlmes a w r  do you plate an 
ad i n  the Opponents Wanted Page? 

0 8 times 0 1.2 times 
0 8 5  times 0 never 

g, On the averas, how many replles do you 
rmnivs horn your Opponents Wsnted Ad7 - 

10. Haw y w  evca located remeone in your 
area through tk Opponents Wanted Pzge? - 

0 1. Anciem P s r i d  
0 2. Basketball Stratagy 
0 3. Civil War Period 
0 4. M 4 - v a l  Pe r -d  
0 5. Modern Period 
0 6. Napoleonic Period 
0 7. Naval G a m  
0 8. Non.Historic 
0 9. Nuclear 
010, Political 
01 1. Revolutronaw War 
0t2. Science Fiction 
013. World Wa Onn 
0 4 .  World Wnr Two 

When rubrnrttlng quesrio~r tv w l o r  answers, 
pl@as@ n o s  the followlr~g. 

I 1 Ir~clude a stumped, seljuddwss@d enwlol~e. 
The lerrerr rut inclvd@ m e  aw mwered fusr 
7hm that do nvr are m w d  lust; ui u A R U ~ ~ .  
thew Iprten gct bock ro you nr lmsr a week later. 

2.1 If your querrion refers M a ~ c l l i c  sttun- 
tlon. please irscl~rde r diogmm ufthe sfmarion. Ir 
mkes u mod deal of Hmc to answer rhe letrer 
orhenurse, wkrch will delay your reply. 

3.1 W.? wib.11 we ruuld answer rechnrml q w -  

tions and do research jar you. but the lawe 
unrounr of mail w@ rcceiw prohibits this. WF ~vl l l ,  
be glud Io msmr gwsliunr on ;he ploy of ?he 
pome. but we cannot. unfortunare!y, answer those 
un rechnl~wi w hCE10rIcn1 &nrs nor CM we 
research l a  for rhuse o f  you drs@iiHg .vow 
own g a l M s .  

4.1 Keep wdws and orher m i l  wpamte from 
que%tlons. SepumI l~  the items o f  y w r  letters 
rrsm drffererst deportmenn r o h  lime and dehqy~, 
your r@PlF. 








